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Fire destroys
house Monday
in Crossfield
subdivision
By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer
Murray firefighters faced a
difficult challenge in the wee
hours of Monday morning as
they battled a house fire on the
city's west side.
MFD Chief Eric Pologruto
said the fire call was received
just after 2 to an address at 2118
Glenwood Drive at the rear of
the Crossfield subdivision
along KY 94 West. He said two
engine companies and a ladder
truck responded, and upon
arrival, heavy fire was observed
rising through the roof.
"There was one occupant
inside at the time, but that person was outside of the house
when we arrived," Pologruto
said, noting that weather conditions made both reaching the
fire scene, then fighting the
blaze, quite tough.
"That was at a time sleet was
falling and quite heavily, and
that just interferes in the overall
operation. Getting there was
terrible because you can't go
too fast on the road. You're trying to make sure you can even
get there safely, because you
can't help anyone if you end up
in a 'itch yturself. Plus,once at
the scene, a that type of cold
(tern peratIres were in the teens
with wind chill readings in the
single digits), it takes a real toll
on firefighters anyway. They
get fatigued pretty quickly."
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By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer
Except for a couple of
minor dustings, winter 2015
was pretty ordinary ... until
Monday.
Starting with an unexpectedly heavy inch's worth of
sleet Sunday night, the
Murray area found itself in
the grips of an all-out winter
storm by mid-day. Murray's
Justin Holland, official
observer for the National
Weather Service Office in
Paducah, said that sleet will
hold the total down a bit, but
when all is said and done, he
expects 6 inches of snow will
have fallen locally by the
time the system exits early
this morning.
However,big snow or barely covering the ground, anytime the white stuff is
around, one can expect
Murray's Lisa Hendricks to
be taking advantage of the
opportunity to head downhill
at high speeds.
"I'm 54 years old and I
love it!" said Hendricks
Monday morning as she and

•See Page 3

JOHN WRIGHT / Ledger & Times

Lisa Hendricks of Murray yells Monday morning as she rides a rubber snow-slider down the hill adjacent to the Curris Center
on the Murray State University campus. Hendricks said she and son, Chris, were the first ones to enjoy the popular Murray
snow venue Monday, because that was when the sliding was best, with the snow untouched.

Snow causes headaches
for local road personnel

The name of the LORD is
a strong tower; the righteous
man runs into it and is safe.

By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer

Proverbs 18:10

Good Morning
to Ledger & Times
subscriber:

Carmen Garland
JOHN WRIGHT / Ledger & Times
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Crime Doesn't Pay...But

CHARACISit ~nu

A snow-plow truck tries to clear snow Monday morning as it travels the southbound lane of North 12th Street in Murray, while heavy snow continues to fall.

It was one step forward, two steps
back for local road crews Monday as
they fought to keep Murray and
Calloway County streets and roads as
snow-free as possible.
Heavy snow that was predicted to
leave 6 inches in most parts of the
county, with higher totals in the
northern portions, continued to cause
frustrations throughout the day.
"We've had a couple times this
morning where we got it down to the
blacktop, and we'd feel pretty good
about that. Then, we come back an
hour later on that same road and it's

MSU group will be 'Up 'di Dawn'this weekend
By HAWKINS'TEAGUE
Staff Writer
A group of Murray State
University students will support
St. Jude Children's Research
Hospital this weekend with the
annual Up 'til Dawn event.
Brittany Burress, executive
director of MSU's Up 'til
Dawn, said organizers will set
up at Racer Arena on North

14th Street Saturday night. The
event will officially begin at
midnight and will last until 5
a.m. Sunday. Burress said more
than 100 people have signed up
to participate so far, and her
goal is for each person who registers to raise at least $100. As
of Monday morning, a total of
$7.562 had been raised, according to the registration website.
Burress said Domino's and

Qdoba had agreed to provide
food at the event, which will
include testimonials from St.
Jude patients and a short program on the research hospital
and how people can get
involved.
"I think a lot of people don't
realize how many job opportunities there are at St. Jude,

IN See Page 2 Bunress

covered in snow again. Man! It's
coming down hard," said City of
Murray Street Superintendent Ron
Allbritten.
"I mean, it seems as if we plow off
an inch in a place and then, when we
come back through, we're having to
remove an inch-and-a-half. Pretty
much, at this point, I think all we're
trying to do is just stay ahead of it as
best we can until it finally quits snowing."
Murray's Justin Holland, official
observer for the National Weather
Service Office in Paducah, said snow
began falling at just shy of an inch per

II See Page 2

Fiscal court meeting
remains on schedule
Calloway County Judge-Executive
Larry Elkins said Monday afternoon that
today's meeting of the Calloway County
Fiscal Court is still scheduled to happen.
Elkins said several important issues are
on the agenda, as well as being timely as
far as bills needing to be paid. He did say
that this is subject to change.
The meeting is scheduled for 5 p.m., in
the Calloway District Courtroom of the
Calloway County Judicial Building on
North Fourth Street.
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Tuesday: Partly sunny, with
a high near 29 West wind 5 to
9 mph.
Tuesday Night: A 20 percent chance of snow before
midnight. Mostly cloudy, with a
low around 11. Northwest
wind 6 to 8 mph.
Wednesday: Mostly sunny,

Murray Le

with a high near 19. West wind
6 to 15 mph, with gusts as high
as 24 mph.
Wednesday Night: Mostly
clear, with a low around -5.
Northwest wind 6 to 8 mph.
Thursday: Mostly sunny,
with a high near 19. West
northwest wind 6 to 9 mph.
Thursday Night: Scattered
flurries. Mostly cloudy, with a
low around 9. West wind 5 to 8
mph becoming east after midnight.
Friday: A slight chance of
snow. Mostly cloudy, with a
high near 29. East southeast
wind 8 to 10 mph.
Friday Night: A chance of
snow. Cloudy, with a low
around 27. Southeast wind
around 9 mph.
Saturday: A chance of rain
and snow. Cloudy, with a high
near 41. Southeast wind
around 10 mph becoming

her sorority, Alpha Omicron Pi
AUSTIN RAMSEY / Ledger & Times
When she heard about Up 'til Dawn,
whether you're in marketing, she was immediately interested This is what remained of a house Monday following a fire in Murray's Crossfield subdivision. Murray Fire Chief Eric Pologruto
dietetics (or other areas); it's not because she felt passionate about said the blaze was reported a little after 2 Monday morning when fairly heavy sleet was falling, creating challenges on multijust all doctors and nurses," Burress helping children and St. Jude. The ple fronts for those responding.
said.
event is held at various colleges and
The event also includes competi- universities all over the country.
tive games like "Minute to Win It,"
To register online, go to
"Duct Tape Prom" and trivia ques- stjudeorg/utd and search for Murray
tions about St. Jude. Prizes will be State University at the top of the
Attempts to reach Walls for comment were
house or any firefighters.
given out to winners, Burress said. page in the box labeled "Find your
From Front
He also said another customary service unsuccessful Monday.
Up il Dawn participants will also school to register." The direct link to
Pologruto said about an hour-and-a-half was put to very good use.
Getting back to response time, Pologruto
get the opportunity to write cards to MSU's
is
page
was needed for firefighters to bring the
that he hopes residents can underadded
Authority
Transit
Calloway
"Murray
St. Jude patients, she said.
http://fundraising.stjude.org/siterIR
blaze under control. He said 27 firefighters
Burress said MSU students have /UTD/UTD?pgntry&fr_id=2036
responded with one of their buses and that stand that it may take a little longer than
participated in the response.
to have a place where they usual for MFD units to reach a scene for
formed teams consisting of six peoIn addition, the Murray-Calloway County allowed our guys
many
said
She
money.
ple to raise
According to its website, St. Jude Hospital Ambulance Service responded could warm back up after being in that coming days, as snow and ice will remain
people have found success raising is unlike any other pediatric treat- with one unit, which happens any time a cold," Pologruto said of an arrangement that on roads.
"As long as it's like this, we are going to
money through social media. Some ment and research facility, and dis- working fire call is received by either M.FD was set in place about a year ago. "That
have delayed responses, so we really need
have also sent letters requesting coveries made there have complete- or Calloway County Fire-Rescue. Pologruto really paid off(Monday)."
donations,and each team member is ly changed how the world treats said no injuries were reported in Monday's
City of Murray Fire Marshal Dickie Walls people to be mindful and safe of their firestrongly urged to personally con- children with cancer and other cata- blaze to either the lone occupant of the is investigating the blaze. Pologruto said. safety practices right now," he said.
strophic diceases. Families never
tribute at least $10,she said.
"I'm excited; I think it will be receive a bill from St. Jude for treatgood for everyone to stay up all ment, travel, housing and food
night," Burress said. "I think it will because all a family should worry
Both Allbritten and Edwards
sor of the Calloway road depart- trucks down for repairs. We're in
get people close together and losing about is helping their child live, the
From Front
ment, whose team has to cover a pattern of running for a little said their crews are working 24
sleep for a good cause. I know that's hospital says, making fundraising
not necessarily my favorite thing to events like Up 'til Dawn very hour in Murray at about 9 a.m., the most miles of county roads while when we can, then having hours right now until the snow
do. I usually am asleep by 10 important to helping the hospital ful- which accounted for why things anywhere in the Bluegrass State. to shut them down and make on the roads is brought under
iV I,.
o'clock, but I can do it for one fill its mission. Treatmentsinveated became so difficult for units "We've got 700 miles with four repairs. Mainly, the biggest control.
with suncity
tt7
the
saidto
in
Holland
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by
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Dawn
with Up 'til
"And there are times we're really cause a problem for us in progress, especially on main
"We've got just so many miles
looking for an event to get involved percent since it opened in Memphis,
roads.
to go at it with one or two this type of weather."
having
supervito cover," said Edwards,
with to meet her requirements for Tennessee in 1962,the site said.
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BlueCross.
BlueShield
Federal Employee Program.
If you are a federal employee or retiree with Blue Cross and Blue Shield Service
Benefit Plan insurance coverage you may be eligible for:

A pair of Beltone True 3- hearing aids
for zero out-of-pocket
Your savings on two Beltone True 3- digital hearing aids
Hearing aids

Suggested
Retail

Your
special
price

Apply
your unused
Benefit

You pay

Here's how it works:
MSU

Call Beltone at

1-270-753-9558
for a complimentary
hearing screening.

Beltone True 3
ITE, BTE or RIE

Your net out-of-pocket on two Beltone True 3T" hearing aids =

'hearing aids offer six channels, two programs
Beltone True 3T1
Choose from In-the-Ear (ITE), Behind-the-Ear (BTE)
connectivity.
and wireless
or Receiver-In-Ear (RIE) styles.
In addition to Beltone hearing aids, many extra features are included:
•
•
•
•

Three-year product warranty, with three-year Loss & Damage coverage
Three-year supply of batteries (48 cells per aid per year)
45-day guarantee period
Unlimited office visits and no membership fees - ever!

If you need hearing
aids, you'll receive
a special price of
$2,500 per pair
of BeltoneTrue 3
hearing aids.

Plus, you also enjoy the BelCare TM aftercare plan for ongoing care
and service at over 1,500 locations nationwide.

Call Beltone at 1-270-753-9558 to schedule your
complimentary hearing screening, today!
$2500 benefit may also be applied to our latest technology, including our made for iPhonee instruments.

Next, your unused
$2,500 hearing
aid benefit will be
applied.

Eldred Hurley, Hearing Instrument Specialist
1-270-753-9558
707 S. 12th Street
Murray, KY 42071
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A heavy snowstorm dumped several inches of snow
across the area early Monday morning, closing
schools, businesses and government buildings in
Murray and Calloway County.
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MSU closed again today after massive snowstorm
By AUSTIN RAMSEY
Staff Writer
Murray State University will
remain closed today after a
heavy snowstorm Monday
morning halted traffic and
closed schools and businesses.
Officials issued the statement
at about 4:30' p.m. Monday,
shortly after snow showers had
tapered off for the most part in
the region.
Assistant Vice President of
and
Branding, Marketing
Catherine
Communications
Sivills said the decisions to keep
school closed two days this
week have been with students'
safety in mind.
-We're trying to make safety
first and do this as a precaution," she said.
The university closed campus
Monday at about 5 a.m. Earlier
during the day before, administrators issued a statement canceling classes before 10 a.m.
Sivills said administrators
made that decision because of
the unpredictability of the foreevening.
Sunday
cast

,

Precipitation did not begin to
fall until early in the morning
Monday, and snow and ice did
not accumulate until about 3
a.m.
"It gave us a little time window
to make a good decision," she
said. "It wasn't until Monday
that we were pretty confident it
wasn't going to let up."
Temperatures are not expected
to warm up past the freezing
mark anytime today, and Sivills
said that's what largely contributed to the early decision to
remain closed.
"I think it's mainly because
the temperatures are going to be
really cold," she said. "If you
think about the safety of faculty
and students and you know the
roads aren't much better, you've
got to stay closed."
Many students who went
home over the weekend may not
be able to make a long drive
back to campus due to the
impact the weather may have
had in other parts of the region,
Sivills said. That's why she said
she was pleased administrators

could make their decision on
Tuesday classes as early as possible.
On Monday, facilities management crews spent the day
fighting the morning snow
showers with salt, snowplows,
snow blowers and shovels. It
was a tedious match, because
the snow was often piling up
quicker than it could be
removed,but Sivills said administrators were pleased with the
crews' efforts, because they
assessed the bad areas of campus and provided good advice.
MSU President Dr. Bob
Davies also thanked the MSU
staff members who worked in
Winslow Dining Hall and other
areas of campus to meet the
needs of students who were
stuck on campus without school.
A decision has not yet been
made regarding whether MSU
will reopen Wednesday, but
Davies said the university
expects to be open.
Both Murray Independent and
Calloway County school districts also remain closed today.

We Kent I5ackhoes
United Way of
Murray-Calloway County
• Helping families understand their budgets and
finances
• Combating youth's use
of alcohol, tobacco and
drugs
• Achieving preventative
health care and healthy
living
Western Kentucky Chapter setring Calloway County

Every Donation Brings Hope

LIVE UNITED!

At PROPERTY PROFESSIONALS

308 North 8th Street
This adorable' home boasts beautiful hardwood floors
and a wonderful, open living room and dining area,
fenced backyard with garden area and located adjacent
to Chestnut Park Updates include shingles. HVAC,
and refinished hardwood flooring Don't let this home
get away. $114,900 MLS S80312

• LOCAL OWNERSHIP
• INDIVIDUAL AND BUSINESS INCOME TAX RETURNS
• BOOKKEEPING AND PAYROLL SERVICES
• TAX PLANNING FOR INCOME AND ESTATE TAX
• AUDIT, REVIEWS AND COMPILATIONS

TEMPORARILY LOCATEDAT
300 S 8th St.
(briar'the Mediealefrtt Building)
270-753-5411
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Area adoption ministry hosts education seminar
Special to the Ledger
HARDIN, Ky. — Without support and information, adoption can
be an intimidating and overwhelming endeavor with much paperwork and many decisions. A local ministry wants to help provide
information and networking opportunities for those interested in
adoption, fostering, and orphan care.
Hope That Binds will have an education seminar on adoption and
orphan care from 9-11:45 a.m. Saturday, Feb. 21, at Hardin Baptist
Church. Admission is $5 and registration will begin at 8:30 a.m. An
opening session will begin at 9 a.m. with other sessions beginning
at 9:30 a.m.. 10:15 a.m., and II a.m.
Hope That Binds co-founder Wendy Wilson said part of the advocacy component is providing people with information. She hopes
the upcoming education seminar will be a safe place for people to
ask questions and network with others."Adoption can be intimidating. When a person takes that first step to begin pursuing adoption
it's often difficult to know where to start and even what questions to
ask," Wilson said."We thought providing a welcoming environment
where folks could just soak in a lot of information and leave with
some contacts would be helpful for the intimidation factor. We also
hope it gets people's wheels turning about how to get involved in

orphan care."
Specifically, the education seminar will have nine presentations
during three time slots, where participants will be able to choose
three sessions to attend. The sessions will be Considering Adoption,
Church Ministry, Connecting, Finance, Fostering, International
Adoption, Home Study/Agency Information, Support, and
Domestic Adoption.
"I made a long list of sessions I had attended or heard about at
adoption conferences. I also included topics I have heard other
adoptive families talk about and ones that my own family has talked
about," Wilson said about the session choices. She then praYed
through them and narrowed the list as speakers confirmed their
availability."The way it worked out the topics are great and cover a
wide variety. I love that it's not just for adoptive families or just for
families considering adoption or for people wanting to get involved
with orphan care. It's for all three groups!"
Wilson hopes this education seminar becomes a yearly event and
some of the speakers involved have encouraged her to duplicate the
event at other regional locations.
For more information on Hope That Binds or the education seminar, contact Wendy Wilson at hopethatbindsministries@gmail.com.

Golden Key Fellow to give presentations
Special to the Ledger
Golden Key Fellow Elizabeth Price, research and instruction
librarian at Murray State University, will present "Information in the
Real World: Building a bridge between academic and professional
information needs" at 10:30 a.m. on Wednesday. April 8. and at
12:30 p.m. on Thursday. April 9. in classroom 210 of Waterfield
Library. The presentations are open to all faculty.
Price was awarded a Golden Key Fellowship for the 2014-15 academic year by Murray State's Quality Enhancement Plan. Bring
Learning to Life. Price fulfilled the presentation requirement of the
fellowship last fall at the Faculty Development Forum. That presentation, which she will give again twice in April,stemmed from a session she attended in August at Santa Clara University's Inaugural
Colloquium on Libraries and Service Learning. Her trip to the colloquium was funded by the fellowship.
"The presentation will address differences between academic
information and information in the real world,including its arrangement, collection and creation," Price said. "Experiential learning
courses provide an opportunity to teach students to build a bridge
between abstract, scholarly sources and community information.
Once they enter the workforce, fresh-from-college hires often
default to quick answers found on the Internet. struggling with the
deeper skills in research and analysis that employers need.
Librarians can help create lessons and projects to improve students'
information skills and their ability to interact in the professional and
service environments."

The presentation led to Price collaborating with Megan Stark. a
speaker at the colloquium and an undergraduate services librarian at
the University of Montana. The two put a presentation together for
the National Society for Experiential Education Conference, to be
held in October in St. Petersburg, Florida. The working relationship
between Price and Stark started at the colloquium and also led to
Stark leading a webinar for Murray State librarians.
Another session Price attended at the colloquium led her to develop a library guide for service learning. Her guide can be found at
http://libguides.murraystate.edu/servicelearning
"Librarians are in a very service-oriented profession," she said.
"We think about trying to help the public, so I think it's kind of a
natural fit for us to be interested in service learning and how we can
help."
Price serves as the librarian representative to the Quality
Enhancement Plan and was named service learning coordinator for
the University after she was awarded the Golden Key Fellowship.
She will host another workshop about service learning at 2 p.m. on
Thursday, Feb. 26, and at 12:30 p.m. on Friday, Feb. 27, in the
Faculty Development Center.
"Workshop attendees will learn about service learning as a course
framework, review examples of successful service learning courses
and brainstorm ideas about how to incorporate this practice into
their own teaching," Price said. "The process for teaching a service
learning course at Murray State will be discussed."

Nominations being accepted for MSU Board of Regents Award
Special to the Ledger
The Murray State University Faculty
Senate has released guidelines for this year's
selection of the Board of Regents Award for
Teaching Excellence. The awards recognize
and commend excellent teaching performance. A $1,000 award and a certificate of
commendation are given each spring to
selected recipients from each academic college. Faculty from the Hutson School of
Agriculture,the school of nursing and health

professions, and the university libraries will
be eligible every three years through a rotation cycle. Recipients lead the faculty procession at the May and December
Commencement ceremonies.
All full-time teaching faculty members are
eligible to be nominated for the awards after
serving two academic years at Murray State.
Recommendations from faculty, students,
staff or other interested professionals will be
accepted. They should be submitted to the

department in which the faculty member is
teaching by Feb. 27.
Written recommendations should include
information to support nominations based
on classroom performance, concern for students and academic advising.
For complete guidelines and a nomination
at
online
go
form,
http://www.m urray state.eduiLibraries/Acad
emic_Affairs_Documents/2015_BOR_Guid
elines.sflb.ashx.

MSU career fairs scheduled for March
fessionally and bring copies of their resumes.
Special to the Ledger
The Teacher Fair is scheduled for Friday, March 13,9 am.—noon
Career events for students and alumni at Murray State University
for' the Spring 2015 semester have been announced by the career on the third floor of the Curris Center. Education majors are invited
services office. The staff of career services hopes that students from to attend this networking event. Participants must dress professionall majors will take advantage of upcoming networking events. Last ally and bring copies of their resumes. A list of participating schools
semester more than 100 employers and organizations came to cam- and districts are listed online at http://bit.ly/S15TeacherFair.
to
go
events,
about
information
more
For
pus to connect with Murray State students and alumni to discuss job,
attending
in
interested
Organizations
www.murraystate.edu/career.
opportunities.
degree
advanced
internship and
Upcoming events on campus this spring include the All Majors should go to www.murraystate.edit/hirearacer.
The career services office is located in 100 Oakley Applied
Career Fair on Wednesday, March 4, 10 a.m.-3 p.m. on the third
floor of the Curris Center. The Fall 2014 event saw record numbers Science. Students seeking help with writing their résumés or naviof registered regional and national employers and graduate pro- gating Racer Tracks may take advantage of walk-in hours, Tuesday
grams, as well as student participants. Organizations are recruiting through Thursday, 2 p.m. to 3:30 p.m. or call 270-809-3735 to
undergraduate and graduate students from all academic disciplines. schedule an appointment.
Career services is open Monday through Friday, 8 a.m. to 4:30
Students are encouraged to review the list of participating organizations,found online at http://bit.ly/S I 5CareerFair,and prepare to net- p.m. For more information about events, contact Ray Karraker at
work with employers prior to attending. Participants must dress pro- 270-809-3117 or rkarraker@ m urraystate.edu

APARTMENTS FOR RENT
27O.753.9999 • www.sligpropert y.coni
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Fern Terrace....your personal care home...
ie./tear-de aesedwa diree.cd4

• Tamara Elkins, Mat Administrator

of Murray

Li_c_

1505 Stadium View Or.• Murray, Ky
www.femternace.com • 270-759-1883

Need Line
accepting
applications
Special to the Ledger
Need Line is accepting applications for the Commodity
Supplemental Food Program,
which supplements the nutritional needs of persons ages 60
or older. To be eligible for the
program, participants must be a
resident of the county in which
they apply, meet income guidelines, and complete all paperwork. Apply in person at Need
Line, 509 N. Eighth St..
Monday through Friday from 10
a.m. to 4 p.m.
For more information call
270-753-6333.

DATEBOOK
Support group to meet
The NAMI/Murray Family Support Group
will meet on Thursday, Feb. 19, at 6:30 pm. at
the Educational Services Building of MurrayCalloway County Hospital, on the corner of
Eighth & Elm Streets. The support group is for
the family and friends of someone diagnosed
with a mental illness such as bi-polar, major
depression, schizophrenia, obsessive-compulsive disorder, panic disorder, post-traumatic
Datebook stress disorder and borderline personality disorMartha
der. At each support group meeting, a sharing
Finney Andrus, and support time lets attendees be heard in a
Community
safe, confidential and welcoming environment.
editor
For more information, call 270-748-6133.

Knotty Knitters to meet
The 4-H Knotty Knitters will meet Wednesday. Feb. 18, at the
Ellis Community Center from 4-5:30 p.m. to learn to knit. The
group meets every first and third Wednesday of the month. New
members are welcome to attend. Ginger Sumner is the leader.

Hazel Woman's Club to meet
The Hazel Woman's Club will meet Thursday, Feb. 19, at 7 p.m.
at the Hazel Community Center. Inez Butterworth and Tiffany
Weatherly will present the program on jewelry making. Hostesses
will be Betty Paschall and Lucretia Veazey.

Rebate night to be held
Calloway County High School will have a rebate night for Project
Graduation at Applebee's on Wednesday, Feb.18. Print and show
the coupon to your waitress.

Polar Plunge to be Saturday
The Western Kentucky Polar Plunge will be holding a rebate
night at Mr. Gatti's on Thursday, Feb.19. The Polar Plunge will be
held Saturday, Feb. 21. To register or donate, go to kentuckyplunge.com and also see the Facebook page at Western Kentucky
Polar Plunge.

Consignment sale to be Saturday
Murray High School Project Graduation will host a Formal Dress
Consignment Sale Saturday, Feb. 21, from 10 a.m. until 2 p.m. at
the high school,501 Doran Road. Sellers may drop off their dresses
on Friday, Feb. 20,from 9 a.m. until 6 p.m. and on Saturday, Feb
21,from 8-9:30 a.m.

Organizational meeting to be Thursday
Wrangler's Riding Club will have its 2015 Show Season organizational meeting on Thursday, Feb. 19, at Pagliai's at 6:30p.m.
Officer elections as well as deciding the show bill for this year will
be on the agenda. MI persons interested in participating in this
year's show season are welcome to attend. Wranglers Riding Club
was founded in 1968 and is located three miles easy of Murray on
Kentucky 80. Monthly horse riding shows are held from April to
September.

Home Department meeting to be held
The Home Department of the Murray Woman's Club will meet
Thursday. Feb. 19, at 11 a.m. at the Murray Woman's Club House.
The speaker will be David Hudspeth of Main Street Youth
Hostesses will be Marge Roy and Joyce Morrison.

Magazine Club to meet
The Murray Magazine Club will meet Thursday, Feb. 26,to celebrate its Founder Day with a luncheon at Murray State University
Curris Center Commonwealth Room. Call for reservations by Feb.
22 to Virginia Randolph.

American Legion Post 73 to meet
The monthly meeting of American Legion Post #73 will be held
on Thursday. February 19 at 7:00 p.m. at the Legion Veterans' Hall
located at 310 Bee Creek Drive (off of North 4th Street). This is a
week earlier than normal due to a conflict with MSU Basketball.
All Veterans are invited to attend and anyone with questions can
call Post Commander Mike Nutter at 270-293-3642

Angels Attic seeks items
The Angels Attic Thrift Shop, 972 Chestnut St., is in need of
items as it continues to provide funding for Angels Healthcare
Clinic for Murray and Calloway County residents without medical
insurance. Specific needs are men's, women's and children's clothing; furniture; appliances; household items; and toys. Items can be
received Monday through Saturday, from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. or call
270-762-0505 for pickup.

4-H Knitters to meet
The 4-H Knotty Knitters will meet Wednesday, Feb. 18, at the
Ellis Community Center from 4-5:30 p.m. to leery to knit. The
group meets every first and third Wednesday of the month. New
members are welcome to attend. Ginger Sumner is the leader.

Angel Alert issued
The Calloway County Family Resource Center is issuing an
Angel Alert for a family with four children who are in need of a
three or four bedroom rental home in the northern part of Calloway
County. The budget for rent is between $400-$600 per month.
Please contact the Calloway County Family Resource Center at
270-762-7333 if you have a property available.

MES to hold kindergarten registration
Murray Elementary School will hold registration for kindergarten
students entering the t015-2016 school year on Thursday. Feb. 19,
from 5-6 p.m. Dinner will be served for families once registration
is completed. Registration packets are available in the office of the
school each day from 7 a.m. until 3 p.m. For more information,call
270-753-5022.

Celebrate Recovery to meet
Celebrate Recovery is a 12-step Christ-centered recovery meeting
program for anyone who struggles with hurts, habits or hang-ups.
Meetings are held every Tuesday night from 6:30-8 p.m. at Hope
Harbor Church, Kentucky 94 E. For more information, call 270753-6695.

Eastwood registering new students
Eastwood Christian Academy is now registering K4 and K5 students for the Fall school year 2015. Call 270-753-7744 for an
appointment and receive a tour of the school. There is a waiting list
for first and second grades. You may also contact the school at
info@ecamurray.org to receive an information packet by mail.
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OBITUARIES
Sammy "Sam" Edmosion

James Fields (Jim) Carter

Richard Duckworth

Sammy "Sam" Edmonson age 64, of Murray, Kentucky, died
James Fields (Jim) Carter, 57, of Murray, died Friday, Feb. 13,
2015, at the Vanderbilt University Medical Center in Nashville, Saturday, Feb. 14,2015 at his home.
Mr. Edmonson was born in Kingston, West
Tennessee.
Virginia on May 11 , 1950 to the late Herbert and
Jim was born March 16, 1957 in Owensboro.
Alpha Johnson Edmonson. He retired as an auto
Kentucky to the late James L. and Anna Taylor
technician after 26 years of service with Parker
Carter. He was a member of the Journey Church in
Ford and was a member at the Old Salem Road
Murray. Jim was the MSU Bass Anglers' Adviser
Missionary Baptist Church. He was also an Army
and a member of K.E.T. Friends Board, Board of
Vietnam War veteran and a member of the V.F.W.
International Entertainment Buyers' Association,
In addition to his parents Mr. Edmonson was preBoard Member for Independence Bank in Murray,
in death by four brothers, Ernest, Larry,
ceded
Country Music Association, Murray Calloway
Danny, and Gary Edmonson.
County Economic Development Corporation,
Mr. Edmonson is survived by his wife, Paulette Downey
iModules Strategic Advisory Board, Board of
Edmonson of Murray,to whom he married July 26,
CASE-KY, the Board Chair of the Murray
Carter
1969, in Murray; two daughters, Tammy Hale and
Convention & Business Bureau and he was Pi
husband Jason and Amanda Edmonson and Travis
Kappa Alpha Advisor.
Singleton, all of Murray; two sons, Randy
He is survived by his wife, Debbie Emerson Carter of Murray;
Edmonson and wife Christy and Adam Echnonson,
two children, Austin Emerson Carter of Murray and Amanda Story,
all of Murray; two sisters, Martha Hale and hushusband Di. of Evansville, Indiana and a grandson, Carter Kent
Murray and Joan Shelley and husband Buddy of
band
of
Bobby
Story.
Funeral services are planned for Wednesday, Feb. 18, 2015 at 2 Fernandina Beach, Florida; seven grandchildren, Luke and Colby
p.m. at the Lovett Auditorium on the campus of Murray State Hale, Ryan Edmonson, Madelynn Edmonson, Nicholas and
University. Robert Johnson and Matt Johnson will officiate. Nathaniel Sharp and Jeffrey Singleton all of Murray; as well as sevEntombment will follow at the Murray Memorial Gardens. eral nieces and nephews.
Funeral services will be held 2 p.m., Wednesday,Feb. 18,2015 at
Pallbearers will be Tab Brockman, Bob Jackson, Sam Smith, Lynn
the J.H. Churchill Funeral Home,Rev. David Cunningham and Bro.
Richard, Joe D. Ward and Jim Foster.
The family will receive visitors from 4-8 p.m. Tuesday, Feb. 17, Mark Dylan will officiate, and burial will follow in the Old Salem
2015,at the Heritage Chapel of Imes Funeral Home,KY 121 North Cemetery. Visitation will be held Wednesday,Feb. 18,2015 from 10
a.m. till 2 p.m.
in Murray.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to the Murray-Calloway
Expressions of sympathy may take the form of donations to
for Health Care, Hospice House Building Fund, 803
Endowment
Carter Kid's on Campus Fund, c/o Murray State University founPoplar Street. Murray, KY 42071. Online condolences can be made
dation.
at www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.com.
Condolences are available at www.imesfh.com.

Local governments,
schools announce
today's schedules
Staff Report
Staff Report
In the wake of Monday's
heavy snowfall in Murray and
Calloway County, some decisions were made Monday in
regards to today's schedule for
several local agencies.
Murray Mayor Jack Rose said
Monday evening that Murray
City Hall would be open
Tuesday, but that a meeting of
the Historic tr
,fstrict Property
Owners that was scheduled for
6:30 p.m. today has been postponed to a later date. City
Planner Candace Dowdy said
Planning
Tuesday's
meeting and
Commission
Wednesday's Board of Zoning
Adjustments meeting have been
canceled this week.
Both the Murray Independent
School District and Calloway
County Schools both decided to
call off classes for today, as did
Murray State University.
County
Also, Calloway
Judge-Executive Larry Elkins
said Monday that a decision has
not been made as to whether the
Calloway County Courthouse
will open today. That building
was closed all day Monday.

Winter storm brings
Frankfort to standstill
By ADAM BEAM
Associated Press
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Snow swirled sideways in
Kentucky and the typically
bustling state capital of Frankfort
came to a frozen halt Monday as a
storm walloped parts of the South,
which unlike the Northeast, had
been mostly spared this winter.
That all changed with a mix of
snow,sleet and freezing rain across
the region, making roads treacherous and knocking out power to
thousands of people. Luckily, the
storm arrived on a holiday,
Presidents Day, when many
schools and businesses were
already closed and the morning
commute was not as busy.
Officials also made certain roads
were prepared this year after
Southern cities — most notably
Atlanta — were caught off guard a
year ago when a winter storm
stranded thousands of people on
interstates overnight. Raleigh suffered a similar fate last year.
In the Northeast, which has been
slammed by seemingly endless
snow, the white stuff stopped
falling but the temperatures were
bitterly cold. New York City came
close to breaking a 127-year-old
record when the temperature in
Central Park hit 3 degrees, just 2
degrees above the record set in
1888, said Jeffrey Tongue, a
National Weather Service meteorologist.

JOHN WRIGHT/ Ledger & Times

A solitary black car slowly makes its way down a hill Monday morning as it contrasts against
the white background created by heavy snow still falling when this image was taken.

From Front
son Chris, 35, had one of the premier sledding
spots in Murray all to themselves for a time, the
hill adjacent to the Curris Center at Murray State
University. "I've been coming here since I was a
little girl and it's great. I remember when Murray
State students would get out here and build really,
really big snowmen. I was a little too little to help,
but it was still great to watch.
"We've been out here since about 8:30. It's
never too early to have fun like this!"
"We like being able to get out this early because
we're able to enjoy it before everyone else gets
out here and starts cutting into the snow. It starts
getting used up and becomes really tough to get
good runs after a while," Chris said.
That probably was not an issue Monday,though.
At times, the snow fell at a rate of nearly an inch
per hour, meaning any bare areas that might have
formed from overuse quickly were filled again,
allowing the track to stay smooth.
Holland said the inch of sleet probably kept the
Murray area out of the double digits when it came
to inches of snowfall. Most forecasts were calling
for 8-12 inches. Holland said one inch of sleet
converts to about four-tenths of melted precipita-

Hackers'$1 million theft
may still impact customers
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
hacker gang that looted as much as
$1 billion worldwide from banks
was unusual: It stole directly from
the banks, instead of ripping off
their customers.
But this was hardly a bit of Robin
Hood banditry that spared innocent
account holders. Security experts
say consumers still need to keep a
close eye on their checking and savings, as epic computer breaches
such as this theft — documented in
a report issued Monday — are
becoming all too common.
"Customers are still at risk," said
Sergey Golovanov, a researcher at
the Russian cybersecurity firm
Kaspersky Lab that released the
report. "Criminals had access to all
banking infrastructure, so they were
abk to get any data about customers."
Doug Johnson, senior vice president at the American Bankers
Association, said there's no evidence that any U.S. bank has been a
victim of this particular breach. Still,
the report found that some of the
proceeds were deposited with banks
in China and the United States.

201 S. 1 hird Street
Nlurra‘, k% 42071
270-753-2411
,,,

tion.
"It only just changed to snow at about 6 this
morning, so if we had not had that four or five
inches of sleet, our numbers would've been much
higher," he said. "Still, I'd say most people who
are wanting to get out and enjoy this probably
wouldn't complain about four to six inches at all."
For now, Holland said the major weather issue
will be the bitter cold that will filter in behind the
snow. He said low temperatures Thursday morning may bottom out at 5 degrees below zero,
which will cause potentially major issues with
pipes freezing inside houses, as well as automobile batteries being rendered useless from the
extreme cold.
However,Holland said he is already keeping his
eye on a second weather system that will arrive
Friday.
"That's going to be a big one too," he said,
explaining that this system will have enough
moisture to bring precipitation to western
Kentucky through Sunday."The question is what
are going to get? Right now it's too early to tell,
but my guess is we will have some snow to start
off, followed by a mixed bag of possibly freezing
rain and sleet, then possibly regular rain. It's just
too early to tell how this is going to go right now."

LiiiiIERsznmEs

Mr Rk hard Duckworth, 64, of Murray, Kentucky. died Friday,
Feb. 6,2015 at his home.
Born on Sept. 7, 1950, Mr. Duckworth was a
First Degree Mason and a member of the First
Christian Church, Murray.
He was preceded in death by his parents, George
Duckworth and Hattie Mae Hutcherson
Duckworth; one daughter, Luconda Duckworth,
one step-daughter, Rebecca Jean Freeze; four sisters, Shirley Overstreet, Georgia Foster, Sally
Duckworth, Nancy Duckworth; and one brother,
Hillard Parker.
To cherish him always in loving memory are his
wife, Phyllis Freeze Duckworth, Murray; two sisters, Laconda Covington of Paducah and Peggy Hatcher and husband James of Clarksville, Tennessee; two brothers, Harry and
Rudell Duckworth, both of Paducah, and one grandson, Brandon
Jameson Redd of Murray.
A memorial service is scheduled for Sunday, Feb. 22, 2015, at 3
p.m., at the First Christian Church in downtown Murray.
The family will receive visitors from 1:30 p.m., until the funeral
hour on Sunday, Feb. 22, 2015.
Online condolences are available at www.imesfh.com.

MPD,CCSO advise drivers
to stay off local roads for now
Staff Report
The Murray Police Department
made a request late Monday that citizens refrain from traveling during
the time local roads remain covered
with snow and ice unless they
absolutely had to.
MPD Sgt. David Howe issued the
following announcement:
"Given the current road conditions, and the possibility of mote
Police
Murray
snow, the
Department requests the public to
avoid travel unless absolutely necessary. The street department is
working hard to clear the streets of
snow and ice, but this will take
some time, particularly if more
arrives. Delaying any unnecessary
trips until later will give the road
crews more time to remove the
snow,and decrease the likelihood of
motorists being stuck or involved in
a weather related collision."
Howe said that MPD had assisted
"several" drivers whose vehicles
had slid off streets or become stuck
in snow banks.
The same was true with Calloway
County Sheriff's Office, which
issued this oari-ment: "While they
did pretreat the Main Roads and yes
they will be out clearing roads as
they can the roads should still be
considered slick and hazardous
...We Urge everyone to stay off
them if you can. If you must be out
use caution, leave early for your
destination and take your time.!!!"
CCSO and Calloway County FireRescue spent much of Monday
helping drivers whose travels had
resulted in becoming stuck or their

vehicles being disabled, including a
snow-plow truck that had reportedly slid off the road near the intersection of KY 80 and Brim Road.
Calloway County Dispatch said that
truck was pulled back onto the road.
Keith Todd, District 1 public
information officer for the
Kentucky Transportation Cabinet.
reported late Monday that KYTC
personnel were plowing and treating roads throughout the district,
including Calloway County.
He said a snow-plow truck overturned in Trigg County, but other
than that, things seemed to be stabilizing somewhat.
"1-24 has some sections where the
driving lane is down to pavement,
or at least driving tracks are clear.
However, the pas.sing lane is still
snow packed," Todd said, urging
caution. "We've had reports of a
number of slide-offs along 1-24 (late
Monday afternoon), most likely due
to drivers becoming overconfident.
Crews are planning to work all
night."
Kentucky Gov. Steve Beshear
also declared a statewide state of
emergency Monday afternoon with
much of the commonwealth buried
under 10 inches or more of snow.
This declaration authorizes the state
adjutant general to activate the
National Guard to help with relief
efforts, and it empowers state officials to close some roads in the
interest of public safety. It also
authorizes stare officials to spend
money in order to carry out the govemor's orders.
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STOCK MARKET REPORT
Stock price information not available
today due to the national holiday
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Buying or Selling Stock?
Call the professionals at Hilliard Lyons.
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Photo provided
MURRAY SPEECH: The Murray Middle School Speech Team recently captured
second
place at the Murray Regional Junior Speech Tournament at Murray State University
, beating many other larger regional teams. All MMS members qualified for state in their
respective categories. MMS speech students that qualified and placed within the region:
extemperaneous speaking - Erica Yarali, Marina Smart (regional runner-up), and Ashley
Barnette
(regional champion); impromptu speaking - Amy Kobraei and Ashley Barnett
(regional
champion); prose - Amy Kobraei (regional runner-up) and Erica Yarali (regional champion
);
poetry - Ashley Barnette and McKenna Bruce; humorous interpretation - Patrick
Jones
(regional runner-up), broadcasting - Erica Yarali. McKenna Bruce also qualified
for state at
an earlier tournament.These six members will compete at the Junior State Speech
Tournament, March 27-28 in Lexington.

Photo provided
Pictured above are Murray High School Speech Team members: Coach Michael Robinson,
Casey Bouley, Dillon Batthrop, Wendy Waltrip, Myla Taylor, Anna Cate Brown, Phoebe Shown,
Embrey Flener, Tesla Like, Trent Lyons, Rachel Todd, Brynn Jones, David Lu, Mariah Lyons,
Austin Cobb, Assistant Coach, Sarah Hines, and Kaylee Fang. Not pictured are Ashtin
McKinney and AJ Pitsenbarger.

Murray High Speech Team takes 2nd
place at regional tournament at MSU
Special to the Ledger
Brown, and Kay lee Fang; Shown;
Program
Oral
The Murray High School Dramatic Interpretation - Testa Interpretation - Tesla Like
Speech Team took second place Like (regional champion), (regional champion), Brynn
at the Murray Regional Speech Phoebe Shown. and Anna Cate Jones (regional runner-up), and
Tournament held recently at Brown; Duo Interpretation - Embrey Flener; and Prose Murray
State
University. Tesla Like and Casey Bouley; Phoebe Shown (regional runnerMurray won second place with Extemporaneous Speaking - up), and Wendy Waltrip. Not
100
sweepstakes
points. Rachel Todd (regional champi- attending regionals, but who
Paducah Tilghman took first on), David Lu, and Anna Cate previously prequalified for state
with 108 points, Graves County Brown;
Humorous include
Katherine
Renick
came in third with 89 points and Interpretation - Brynn Jones; (Impromptu, Oratory, and
Calloway finished fourth with Impromptu Speaking - Austin Prose) and Mallory Wooldridge
79.
Cobb and Rachel Todd; and
Sara
Ann
Bazzell
Murray High School students Improvisational Duo- David Lu (Humorous Interpretation and
advanced to state in the follow- and Trent Lyons, and Dillon Improv Duo).
ing categories: Broadcasting - Balthrop and Myla Taylor;
The Kentucky High School
Ashtin McKinney (regional run- Oratoryfi,
"-:" wpAcly wattriz ,. Speech
L
State
ner-up) tind Wendy Waltrip; (regional niraleflaiiiiiit .. - Tobrnament wit
d March
Declam4.on - Brynn Jones Casey Bosley (regional runner- 12-14 in Lexinton on the
(regional champion), Anna Cate up). Myla Taylor. and Phoebe University of Kentucky campus.

Photo provided
CALLOWAY TEAM: The Calloway County Middle School Speech Team competed at the
J.
Garland Blair Swing Tournament in Larue County on Jan. 17. Seven students advanced to
the final round of the tournament, pre-qualifying them for the Kentucky High School Speech
League State Tournament in March.
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2015-2016 School Year

KINDERGARTEN
REGISTRATION
Murray
Elementary
Sch
ool
111 Broach Street
270-753-5022

Thursday, February 19, 2015
5:00-6:00 p.m.
Registration Packets Available:
Murray Elementary
Feb. 2nd- Feb. 18th • 7 a.m.-3 p.m.
111 Broach Street • 270-753-5022,
Families residing in the Calloway County School District must bring a $50.00 deposit.

A free dinner for gar family will be served ag your
regiatration iscornpefed.
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Photo provided
DISTRICT CHAMPS: For the fifth consecutive year, the CCHS Academic
Team earned the
Governor's Cup District Championship. The Lakers earned this distinction
with 64 total points.
while district rivals Marshall County earned 41 points, and Murray High
earned 14 points. The
Laker Quick Recall team went undefeated in the district tournament earning
an advance to the
regional tournament by ousting Marshall County 34-13 in the first round,
defeating Murray High
32-13 in the second round, and eliminating Marshall County again 31-15
in the final match.
Pictured above, in the front row, from left to right, are Sam Morehead
, Mark Tyler, Halee
Bergman, Katie Madden, Claire Umstead. In the middle row are Coach
Beth Morehead, Holly
Hardt, Brianna Madden, Lee Smith, Madison Jeziorski, Michael
Okuda, Rodrigo Daboin,
Coach Erica Gray. In the back row are Griffen Sheridan, Jaewon Kang,
Martin Mikulcik,
Cameron Cooper, Erik Mikulcik and Tristin Cole.

Committee hosts formal dress consignment sale
Special to the Ledger
Murray High School Project
Graduation will host an area
wide
Formal
Dress
Consignment Sale on Saturday.
Feb. 21 from, 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
at Murray High School.
Anyone wishing to sell a gently used prom or formal dress
can submit their dress or dresses
for a $10 fee (per individual
item).
The $10 registration fee will
be given to the Murray High

Project Graduation fund that is
Sellers may stay with their
used to host an all-night celebra- dress(es), that will
be displayed
tion at Murray High School for by size and color, during the
the senior class the night after times the sale is open to the pubtheir graduation ceremony. lic. A dressing room
will be
Sellers of the dresses will keep available.
the profit from the sale of their
In the event of school being
dress tagged with the selling cancelled on Friday, Feb. 20,
price and information.
due to inclement weather, the
Drop off time will be Friday, sale will be postponed
to the folFeb. 20 from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. lowing weekend.
and again on Saturday. Feb. 21
For further information call
from 8 a.m. to 9:30 a.m. the Jennifer at 270-753-5
202 or
morning of the sale.
Teresa at 270-293-8791.

Every Donation Brings
Hope.
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The Calloway County Middle School History Bee Team is headed to Nashville, Tennessee for
the regional finals.
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CCMS History Bee team qualifies for regional finals
Special to the Ledger
Recently, the Calloway Middle History Bee
Team qualified for the Regional History Bee
Finals .sponsored by the National History Bee
organization.
All five students were named in the top history
students in this region. They successfully completed the Online Regional Qualifying Exam(ORQE)
in January. These students will now progress to the
next phase of competition - the regional finals in
Nashville, Tennessee, where they will compete
against students from various states.

This next phase consists of the top-scoring
ORQE students from the 35 regions across the
U.S. challenging head-to-head against each other
in a quick recall formatted competition. The students who place high enough at this event will
qualify for the National History Bee in June and a
chance to compete for college scholarships.
The Calloway Middle History Bee team members are Joza Mikulcik, Auzin Panahandeh, Will
Benson, Samantha Radomski and Kati Wyant.
The History Bee team is coached by
Mitch Hultman and Scott Pile.

rz.

High School
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d March
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Photo provided

The Calloway County Middle School Science Bowl Teams competed and one team earned
second place at the U.S. Department of Energy Regional Science Bowl.

Calloway County Middle Science
teams place in Regional Science Bowl
Special to the Ledger
The Calloway Middle Science Bowl Teams
competed against 18 teams from two states at the
Regional Science Bowl sponsored by the U.S.
Department of Energy earlier this month.
The students participated in a quick recall formatted competition containing advanced questions in the areas of science and mathematics. At
the conclusion of a long day, the Laker teams
claimed both second and fourth places at the tournament.
The Calloway Team No. 2 - composed of
Jamison Moorehead, Kris Fister, Kirsten Houston,
Sophia Bogard, and Andy Hardt - claimed fourth
place in the tournament. After losing their first
battle to Paducah Middle, they rattled off five
straight wins and eliminated five schools from the
compAition. At one point, they were even interviewed ancifiGed by a local felivisionititiOn.
Their day ended when they had to face the other
team from Calloway Middle School.
The Calloway Team No. 1 composed of Joza

Mikulcik, Will Benson, Kati Wyant, Logan Curd,
and Auzin Panahandeh finished a very close second in the tournament. The team recorded wins in
the first two matches against Cairo and Marion.
At this point, the team was upset by Paducah,
which put them in the challenger's bracket.
Members of the team advanced back to the championship game with wins over Lone Oak,
Calloway Team No. 2,and Paducah Middle. In the
championship game, the Lakers had to defeat
Henderson twice to be the overall state champion.
The Lakers one the first round to forcing a
take-all playoff. In the final frame and on the last
question, the score was tied 64 to 64. The
Henderson team took a huge gamble and rang in
early on the last question and got the answer correct, which handed the Lakers a very close second
place.
The .CCMS teams represented this area very
well in the competition:The Laker science bowl
teams are coached by Heather Duffy, Dan
Thompson, Mitch Hultman, and Scott Pile

ftriowt

mr,A.

Photo provided

HISTORY TEAM: Murray Middle School History Team Students, from left to right, Ryan
Messenger and Dylan Vance, Will Miller, Noah Dunaway and Lucas Wilson, under the direction of Heidi Mallory, Murray Middle School eighth-grade social studies teacher, advanced to
the National History Bee Regional Finals in Nashville, Tennessee, after taking the online qualifying exam. During the Nashville event the top students in the region play head-to-head on a
buzzer system to answer questions about history. Regional finalists advance to the state competition in Louisville.
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Kentucky celebrates new statewide school attendance age
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By KERRI RICHARDSON
Office of the Governor
Today, Governor Steve
Beshear, First Lady Jane
Kentucky
and
Beshear
Education
of
Department
Commissioner Terry Holliday
gathered to praise local boards
of education across Kentucky
and celebrate a statewide
increase in the compulsory
school attendance age.
Senate Bill 97 (2013), also
known as the "Graduate
Kentucky" bill, cleared the way
for each school district to adopt
a policy raising the dropout age
from 16 to 18, amending the
school attendance law created in
1934. The boards of education
in all 173 school districts in the
state have now approved such a
policy.
"The time when a student
could drop out of high school
and find a dependable, goodpaying job is long gone," said
Gov. Beshear. "It only makes
sense that if we want students to
be successful after graduation
from high school, they need to
stay in school long enough to
gain the skills and knowledge
they will need for college,career
and to become a productive resident of our state."
Keeping students in school
creates significant benefits not
only for the students themselves,
but also for the communities
where they live. Economists
predict that if the high school
dropouts of 2009 had graduated,
the Kentucky economy would
have realized an additional $4.2

billion in wages over those students' lifetimes.
In addition,research shows that
high school graduates live longer,
are less likely to be teen parents
and are more likely to raise healthier, better-educated children. High
school graduates are also less likely to commit crimes, rely on government healthcare or use other
public services.

"This is truly a great day for
the
and
students
our
Commonwealth of Kentucky,"
said Mrs. Beshear. "We have
worked with legislators and education leaders for more than
seven years to promote the passage of the Graduate Kentucky
bill and are thrilled that statewide
implementation of this long-overdue policy finally is at hand."
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Ultrasound baby picture
gets a negative reaction

Looking Back
Ten years ago
The Calloway County Middle
School defended its first place title
in the region at the Murray Regional
Speech Tournament at Graves
County High School. Pictured is
Cedric Roberts, Will Blackford,
Susan Holland. Brandon Orr,
Wynne Dawson, Austin Ramsey,
Seth Fortenberry, Drew Haley,
Candyce
Fricker,
Kristina
Chambers, Sara Bailey, Emily
McKnight, Sarah Vella, Leanne
Luther, Shea Pierce, Marci Crouch,
Whitney Gardner, Karson Crass and
Amber Buries.
Murray's John and Joan Bowker
took advantage of the unusually
warm weather to take their dogs Pee
Wee and Snuggles for a walk with
the aid of a baby stroller along
Keenland Drive
The Murray-Calloway Economic
Development Corporation recently
honored Trooper Russell Boyd of
Kentucky State Police Post One for
outstanding and meritorious police
work resulting in the arrest of an
individual subsequently charged
with second-degree terroristic
for making bomb
threatening
Pella
the
against
threats
Corporation. A donation of $1,000
will be made to St. Jude Children's
Research Hospital, Memphis, in
Trooper Boyd's honor. Pictured at
the presentation are KSP Sgt. Jay
Geiger of Post One: Heidi Shultz,
.EDC board member; Rep. Melvin
Henley. R-Murray and EDC chair;
Trooper Boyd; and Calloway
County Judge-Executive Larry
Elkins, EDC board member.
Twenty years ago
The Xi Alpha Delta chapter of
Beta Sigma Phi honored its 1995
Valentine Queen, Traci Green, at a
banquet at Mr. Bill's at Grand
Rivers on Feb. 4.
Joe Pat James, interim director of
Murray-Calloway County Chamber
of Commerce, is pictured talking
about "Memories of Calloway
County" at the January meeting of
the Theta Department of the Murray
Woman's Club. Hostesses shown
are Evelyn Jones and Alexa Starks.
Thirty years ago
The cost of mailing a first class

letter will jump from 20 cents to 22
cents.
Mayor Holmes Ellis filed for reelection to office after being urged
to do so by other community leaders. Ellis is in his 20th year as
Murray Mayor.
Katherine Elizabeth Shepard,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Frederick
Wells Shepard of Murray,a junior at
Western Kentucky University,
Bowling Green, is one of the 16
young women competing to represent Western as the queen candidate
for the Mountain Laurel Festival at
Pineville in May.
Forty years ago
has
Carroll
Julian
Gov.
announced that Calloway County is
scheduled to receive an $85.000
state grant to be used for the expansion and renovation of the Calloway
County Public Library.
The home of Mr. and Mrs. Hardy
Kelso and two automobiles were
destroyed in a fire last nite.
Fifty years ago
. Recent births reported at the
Murray Hospital include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Stephen Mazak,a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. L.B. Parrish, a girl
to Mr, and Mrs. Vyron Mitchell, a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Donald Tinsley,
and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Morris
Wilson.
Charlie Lassiter is state representative for the Fifth District composed of Calloway and Trigg
Counties.
Sixty years ago
Lt. William T. McCage, son of
Mr. and Mrs. W. F. McCage and
Sgt. Cody Jones. son of Mrs. Victor
Jones, have been reported killed in
action serving with the Armed
Forces in Germany.
Elected as officers of the reorganof
Chamber
Murray
ized
Commerce are Luther Robertson,
president; George Hart, vice president; and Max Hurt, executive secretary.
Members of the Park Board are
Rev. T.H. Mullins, Vernon Hale.
Mrs. A.B. Austin, Ed Filbeck, Mrs.
Graves Hendon, Clifford Seeber.
Paul Gholson and Mayor George
Hart.

DEAR ABBY: Do you know
why people nowadays feel the
need to announce their pregnancies via ultrasound pictures? I'm
sorry, but I really don't want to
see all that. I guess some folks
think the image of a blurry, blackand-white fetus is "darling." But
to me, all I see is an up-closeand-personal
snapshot of a
stranger's
uterus. Even
if we're best
I
friends,
don't need all
detail.
that
TMI, right?
I
really
wish people
would deliver
this kind of
news face-toBy Abigail
face. Or call
Van Buren
me, text me,
whatever. It serves the same purpose and isn't nearly as graphic.
-- NOT READY FOR A CLOSEUP
DEAR NOT READY: If seeing a sonogram is "TMI" for your
sensibilities, all you need to do
is scroll past it. It's not as if
you're being forced to view the
fetus. Being able to see the product they're manufacturing predelivery helps many couples to
bond with their babies, and when
people are happy, they often want
to share their joy. So loosen up
and let them.
DEAR ABBY: I have been married to my husband for 10 years.
Prior to that, we dated for seven.
(We met when we were teenagers.)
My problem is, my mother-in-law
still misspells my name, which is
Sara. After all these years, she
still adds an "h" to the end of
my name, regardless of how many
times my husband has pointed out
the correct spelling.
don't know why this is an
issue, because we send her cards
on all the holidays, her birthday.

DEAR DOCTOR K: What are
urgent care centers? Are they the
same as emergency rooms?
DEAR READER: They definitely are not the same. Emergency rooms are for true emergencies -- even though many people go to emergency rooms for quite
minor problems. Typically, emergency rooms are attached to hospitals,
because
patients with
true emergencies usually
need to be
hospitalized
their
after
treatment in
emerthe
gency room.
friend
best
DEAR ABBY: My
n
is dying from lung cancer, which
contrIast,
I think has traveled to her brain.
By
urgent care
I am heartbroken over this. My
Dr. Anthony
centers are for
question is, she seems different
medical probKomaroff
now -- angry. She jumped on me
lems that benwhen we were talking about her
efit from prompt attention but are
disease. Should I just leave her
not life-threatening. Some hospibe? Or what should I do? -tals staff urgent care centers as
STANDING BY IN TEXAS
well as emergency rooms. HowDEAR STANDING BY: Your
ever, many urgent care centers are
friend may indeed be angry, and
stand-alone units, located in storeshe has a right to be. She may
fronts or drugstores. Urgent care
also be very scared. Continue to
centers are for common illnesses,
stand by her because she will
such as colds, the flu, earaches,
need your support and understandsore throats, migraines, low-grade
ing in the months to come.
fevers and rashes. They're also for
A diagnosis of metastasized
minor injuries,such as sprains, back
cancer can make someone feel
pain, minor cuts and burns.
How do you decide where to
alone and isolated. If she wants
go for an urgent medical probto talk about her prognosis, be
lem? If you have a primary care
prepared to listen. If she is too
doctor, the first thing to do is
ill to get out of the house, bring
contact him or her -- unless you're
the news about what is going on
convinced it's a life-threatening
in her circle of friends to her.
emergency. If you don't have a
(Gossip can be distracting.) Do
primary care doctor, then you've
NOT offer advice unless you are
got a decision to make.
asked for it. And if she has a
Suppose a loved one burned
bad day, try to be understanding
his hand, is clutching his chest
and forgiving.
or has a high fever. When deciding between an emergency room
Abiby
written
is
Abby
Dear
and an urgent care center, congail Van Buren, also known as
sider this general rule: If a perJeanne Phillips, and was foundson could die or be permanently
ed by her: mother, Pauline
disabled, go to an emergency room.
Phillips.
If the problem does not seem life-

etc., with my name spelled correctly. How should I approach
this with her? -- SIMPLY SARA
IN ARIZONA
DEAR SIMPLY SARA: If the
two of you get along well, just
smile and ask her why she can't
get the spelling of your name
right. Then listen. However,if there
is tension in your relationship,
recognize that this may be a form
of passive aggression, that confronting her will make her defensive, and she will find some other
way to needle you.
P.S. Another thought. Tell her
you've changed the spelling of
your name to 'Sarah" and she
may drop the "h"!

Dr. Kontaroff

of ratification for the Treaty of
By the Associated Press
Today is Shrove Tuesday, Feb. Ghent, ending the War of 1812.
In 1863, the International Red
17. the 48th day of 2015. There
Cross was founded in Geneva.
are 317 days left in the year.
In 1925, the first issue of The
Today's Highlight in History:
New Yorker magazine (bearing the
On Feb. 17, 1865, during the
Civil War, Columbia, South Car- cover date of Feb. 21) was pubolina, burned as the Confederates lished.
In 1933, Newsweek magazine
evacuated and Union forces moved
in. (It's not clear which sid WAS was first published under the title
,iews-Week." •
responsible for setting the
In 1944, during World Warlr
or whether it had been d
U.S. forces invaded Eniwetok Atoll,
ate.)
encountering little initial resistOn this date:
In 1815, the United States and ance from Imperial Japanese troops.
Britain exchanged the instruments (The Americans secured the atoll

less than a week later.)
In 1959, the United States
launched Vanguard 2, a satellite
meteorological
carried
which
equipment.
In 1%5, comedian Joan Rivers
made her first appearance on "The
Tonight Show" with Johnny Carson.
In 1985, Murray P. Haydon
became the third person to receive
a permanent artificial heart as doctors at Humana Hospital Audubon
in Louisville, Kentucky, implanted the device. (Haydon lived 488
days with the heart.)
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I COULD UNDERSTAND AN
OCCASIONAL POST,
UT THAT'S SHAMEFUL
EQ.,,,
OH, WOW/
THIS IS
UNCALLED
FM/ ,

for using and cooking with baking soda in my
UNLOAD THE CODE
Heloise 's Baking Soda Hints and Recipes pamphlet,
FOR THE ABODE
which you can receive by sending $.5 and a long,
Dear Heloise: My wife and
stamped .envelope (70 cents) to:
self-addressed,
in
column
your
reading
I enjoy
the San Antonio Express-News. Heloise/Baking Soda, P.O. Box 795001, San AntoTo avoid potential burglaries, nio, TX 78279-5001. Freshen up a stinky mop by
folks who program their cars to soaking it in a mixture of baking soda (4 tableopen garage doors should ensure spoons) and water (I quart). Let soak for a couthat the DOOR CODES are ple of hours, then rinse well. — Heloise
removed before the cars are trad- SIMILAR WITH DIFFERENCES
Dear Heloise: Please warn your readers about
ed, sold or donated. Instructions
for removing the codes usually the importance of knowing the difference between
can be found in user manuals. — Milton Bell, Live a power strip and a surge protector.
A power strip provides more electrical outlets to
Oak, Texas
plug electronics into.
DOUBLE-CHECK
A surge protector does the same, while also proDear Heloise: Another caution for discarding
those devices from a voltage spike. Surge
tecting
Tear
ogs:
unwanted junk mail and magazines/catal
during big storms
off and shred the address-label page, then remove protectors are especially important
cause power outages.
can
which
lightning,
with
—
catalogs!
the
inside
form
order
the
and shred
Hope this helps! — Jordan in San Antonio
Chris C. in Florida
A simple way to protect your electronic equipGood reminder, Chris. Let's really think about
Why not take a little walk around your home
ment.
a
than
other
information
much
not
is
There
this.
see how many you are using. Then see if
and
now
that
on
date,
name and address, plus the expiration
it's time for an upgrade. This is a great hint! It
label. I don't think thieves can really do much —
can save you thousands of dollars by protecting
well, maybe sign you up for a subscription! —
your electronic equipment. — Heloise
Heloise
HELPFUL PUSH
POWDERED GLOVES
Dear Heloise: My mother was having a hard
Dear Heloise: I wear rubber gloves when washpushing in her chair due to the carpet in my
time
getting
kept
hands
my
ing dishes. The other day,
of the furniture sliders
stuck when I tried to put the gloves on. I remem- dining room. We thought
major pieces of furniture.
bered the small box of baking soda under the sink that stores use to move
Before Mom comes for a meal, we put small
that I use for cleaning, and sprinkled a small amount
and it is so easy for her
in each glove. No more sticking! — Anne W. in ones under her chair legs,
to move her chair, with no damage to the carpet.
Indiana
— Donna N.. Boiling Springs, Pa.
A handy (no pun intended) hint indeed! There
are so many hints for using baking soda, and you
Syndicate Inc.
discovered a great one! I have many more hints (c)2015 by King Features
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threatening and does not risk disability, go to an urgent care clinic.
How do you know if your
symptom (or that of a family member) could cause a person to "die
or be permanently disabled"? The
following situations require emergency treatment in adults:
-- Severe chest pain or pressure,
-- Pain in the chest that travels to the arm or jaw, even if not
severe;
-- Unusually bad headache,
especially if it started suddenly;
-- Suddenly not being able to
speak, see, walk or move;
-- Sudden weakness or drooping on one side of the body;
-- Choking;
-- Head injury followed by
passing out, fainting or confusion;
-- Injury to neck or spine, especially with loss of feeling or difficulty moving;
-- Electric shock or lightning
strike;
-- Severe burn;
-- Seizure;
-- Trouble breathing;
-- Passing out, fainting;
-- Inhaled smoke or poisonous
fumes;
-- Sudden confusion;
-- Heavy bleeding;
-- Possible broken bone, loss
of movement:
-- Deep wound;
-- Coughing or throwing up
blood;
-- New, severe pain anywhere
in the body)
-- Severe allergic reaction with
trouble breathing, swelling, hives;
-- High fever with headache
and stiff neck;
-- High fever that doesn't get
better with medicine;
-- Throwing up, or having loose
stools, repeatedly;
-- Poisoning or overdose of
drug or alcohol;
When you go to an emergency
room for minor problems, it's likely you'll wait many hours to be
seen, and your insurance may not
cover the bill.

Hints From Heloise

Today In History

CAN YOU BELIEVE SASHA 941:SLY
HAS T14E NERVE TO FLAUNT HER
LATEST SKIMPY LINGERIE
ARMOSE ON FACEBOOK?

Urgent care centers are
for non-emergencies
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Legal Notice

Ordinance Number 2015-1658 An Ordinance
enacting and adopting a supplement to the Code of
Ordinances of the City of Murray, Kentucky.

Mitchell's Towing at
Hopkins Rd,
1931
Murray, Ky 42071
intends to sell the following unclaimed vehicles to satisfy towing
fees
and
storage
KRS
according to
376.275:

tiaLtiadakate
Mayor
Attest:
as June Batta
City Clerk

SUMMARY PREPARED BY: Warren Hopkins
Attorney for the City of Murray

1987 BMW 325, VIM*
WBAAE6401H882203
0, last registered to
Danny Cooney.

ndinance Number 2015-1654 An Ordinance
annexing 27.740 acres owned by Stephen and
Erika Compton, identified as PVA parcel 042-00036, and located east of Falwell Estates and
north of Wiswell Road.

eaders about
,nce between

Attest:
ais June Bette
City Clerk

Mitchell's Towing at
Rd
Hopkins
1931
Murray, KY 42071
intends to sell the following unclaimed vehicles to satisfy towing
fees
storage
and
KRS
to
according
376.275:
2003 Ford Taurus,

Ordinance Number 2015-1656 An Ordinance
to rezone a 15,257 square foot tract of land located
at 1410 Poplar Street from R-4 (Multi-Family
Residential) to B-1 (Neighborhood Business).
ktulack Roe..
Mayor

1FAFP55U53A231544,
to
registered
last
Eugene Beene.

,

Towing
Mitchell's
intends to sell no later
February 27,
than
2015. Any lien holders,
executors or interested
parties must inquire
before this date

SUMMARY PREPARED BY: Warren Hopkins
Attorney for the City of Murray

Ordinance Number 2015-1658 An Ordinance
zoning 27.740 acres owned by Stephen and Erika
Compton, identified as PVA parcel 042-0-0036, and
located east of Falwell Estates and north of

060
Heip Wanted

Wiswell Road as Agriculture

ai.a,laciLltuag
Mayor
Attest:
Die June Batta
City Clerk

SUMMARY PREPARED BY Warren Hopkins
Attorney for the City of Murray
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THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & limes, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.
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FARM WORKER,
LABORER
6 Temporary Positions
Employment dates are as
follows: 4,07.'2015 thru
12/15(2015
Guaranteed _ of contract
hours All tools Provided
at no cost. Free housing
provided for Non-comworkers.
muting
and
Transportation
Subsistence reimbursed
to worker upon completion of 50% of contract.
Pay rate of S 10.28 per
hour. John Young Farms
Herndon, KY. Duties
include planting, cultivating,& harvesting crops &
hay. Apply for this job by
contacting the State
Workforce Agency Office
at 270-889-6509 and
Order
Job
mention

TOM'S Grill now hiring
cooks,
experienced
servers, hostes and
dishwashers.
Apply at Tom's Pizza
after lpm.

wed employer
NEW apartment in
Hazel. $550.00/mo.
plus deposit all utilities
included
270-492-8211
bedroom
2
NICE
Duplex W/ carport,
appliances NO pets,
1yr lease.
270-227-7414
NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #711

'ANTIQUES", gas, oil
& soda signs, pump,
military. Call Larry
270-753-3633

150
Articles
For Se*

autos, battenes, and all aluminum
KEY RECYCLING
1990 STATE ROUTE 121 SOUTH
270-759-9694

This nUnnation on. equal
opportune; prvvsarr

VERY nice 4BR, 2BA,
newly remodeled, New
appliances & fixtures
lbstlughout. Coleman
—Real Estate
270-753-9898

Place your Business
Directory Ad with us today!
Call Nicki for
pricing and get your ad
started! 270-753-1916

BUYING, BUYING, BUYING
Wrecked, running and non-running

270-753-8556
1505 Duiguid Drive
TDD 1-806-545-1833 ext 283

Ili/mato Buy

CASH FOR GOOD
USED REFRIGERASTOVES,
TORS,
HEATERS, AIR CONCARDITIONERS,
PETING, ETC.
270-753-4109

BUSINESS & SERVICE DIRECTOR*

1BR from $345
2BR from $375

Mail this coupon with payment to:
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray,KY 42071
Or call (2701 753-11116

1
1
1
1
a

Firewood for sale 270
293-7893
OFFICE Furniture for
Sale
Writing
Executive
Desk, 6 brown Arm
Chairs, black Desk
Folding
10
Chair,
Chairs.
270-816-4912
155
Applencee

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
WARD ELKINS

E S Lth 1;!t•

(270) 753-1713
160
Ham Furnishings
PILLOW Top Mattress
sets. New in Plastic.
Queen $195.00
Full $185.00
King $385.00
270-293-4121
Can Deliver
280
Mobile Homes For Rent

#KY0567152

Houses For Rent
2 or 3BR Houses
Lease & Deposit
Required
270-753-4109
nicholsent.com
/properties
3 BR 2 BA brick house
with garage located at
910 Coldwater Rd
$975/mo. Call
270-753-2225
3BR furnished lake
pets.
No
home.
References required.
$900/month Coleman
RE 270-753-9898
Very nice 38R home.
Appliances and carpets.
No
port.
References required.
Coleman RE
270-753-9898
360
Storage Rentals

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell: (270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F

Nice 2BR mobile home
No Pets 270-753-9866
DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
"help wanted" section
on our classifieds
webpage at
murrayledger.com,
you will be redirected
to jobnetwork.com.
By default,
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this website.
However, as a national
website, not all listings
on the jobnetwork.corn
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times. Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
job listings. Thank you.

PEPPER'S Automotive
in Paris TN needs
personnel
Detail
Experience preferred
but not necessary.
Good work environtment and benefits.
401K Available. Start
immediately. Call Tony
at 270-293-5779

Daytime Ph.
•
1
1
1
1

Tly.12p.nt.

Seirday

•

suo •

Camp Septic Cleaning of Murray
Residential & Commercial

yecare pecia ties

n., Or, Kevin Adams

308 S. 12th
Murray
*Eyeglasses
759-2500
*Contacts
-Eye Disease
murrayeyecare.corn

753-9224 Nick McClure-Owner
Thank you for your business'

Call NICK! PEACH
at 270-753-1916 and place your ad today!
Storage Rentals
A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50.
753-7668

r
Prep. For Rent
Egical
Sq
1600
Commercial Property
1625 State Rt 121N
Old Festive Touch Bldg
270-753-9479
Ask for Debbie Mac

460
Homes For Sale

460
Homes For Sale

LAKE COMMUNITY
NEW CONSTRUCTION!
2 Bedroom Home! Excellent outdoor area' Hardwood
floors and granite counter tops' Bonus Room' Only
15 minutes from town and seconds from shore of KY
Lake! $153,000

Green Construction Services
270-978-8559 •jgreengcs@gmail.com

Pt. Position available.
Experienced preferred
but not necessary
Apply in person at
Childcare
Christian
Center. 270-7137-1176

320
Amirante For Rent

10X10's & 10x15's
(270) 436-2524

Public Sale
AUSTIN Auction
Service
All types Auction
Benton, KY
270-705-4859

2BR, 2 full bath duplex,
all appliances & washer & dryer, cable &
furnished.
water
$650/month. 104 Par*
St.753-2225.

New 2-4
Bedroom homes in
Riverfield Estates
SBG Real Property
Professionals
293-7872

Services Offered

Murray Lodger St Times Fair
Housing Act Notice

All real estate advertised herein
is subiect to the Federal Fair
Housing Act which makes it
illegal to advertise any preference. limitation or diScnnunabon based on race, color, rehgion, sex, handicap, familial status or national ongin, or mtennon to make any such preferences, limitations or discnnunabon.
State laws forbid discrimination
in the sale, rental or advertising
Le real estate based on rectors in
addition to those protected
under federal law
We will knowingly accept any
advertising for rear estate which
LS not in violation of the law All
, are hereby informed
person
that all dwellings advertised are
available on an equal opporturuty basis.
For further assistance with Fair
Housing Advertising requirements, contact NAA Counsel
Rene P Milarn,(7C01 648-1000.

01211M. MOLII.10

2BR, 2BA, all appliances plus yard work
270-227-5173.
2BR, Apts & Duplexes
Avail through
Coleman RE.
Contact our office for
more info
270-753-9898

Lots For Side

Auto Puts

Hill Electric
Since 1986
Residential &
Commercial
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or
small

753-9562
www.hillelectric.com

Itedat
MATH
CHISTRCTION
•Additions
•Remodeling
•Complete Masonry
(270)293-1421
(270)293-1753

Greg Mansfield

0111160

Garage Door
Sales & Maintenance

6" Continuous Gutters

&eat Hometown Sensice
out ol
keep bettl"

Don/spend your money

HOLLAND
MOTOR SALES
We Finance
'Arr
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
.Inside climate control
storage
•Securrty alarmed
*Safe & clean
•We sell boxesl
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

state

1270) 293-8480
A-1 Lamb Tree Pro.
Licans 270-753-Tree
(8733)
A.G.S. Well

&

irrigation

USED TIRES
14. 15. 16 inch
Starting at S20
mounted

Can 753-5606

2002 Cadillac Sedan
Deville 57,000 Miles
Immaculate condition.
Red. 4
Cranberry
Doors. New Michelins
on Front. $5,500.,
t
270-293-8944 '

*Firewood
Services Offered

*Insured

,(270) 489-2839
Appliance
Repair
Serving
West Kentucky
Jason Hill
(270)226-0194

Hill

Service on all
major brands
Licensed & Insured

KENTUGKYLAKE
REMODEUNG.COM
*Home Improvements
laigth 4 Kitchen
Drywall, Painting,
Plumbing, Floonng. Decks
'Insured .Sr Discount
-Free Estimates
Member OfAngles List

270-436-5959

HILL WTI(
PUMPING
EXCAVATION
& TRUCKING
All Your Septic Needs
Installation
& Repair
Dirt, Gravel,
White Rock,
Sand, & Mulch
(270)29378686
FILIPINO Housewife
Cleaning in your home
available 6/days week.
25yrs Experience at
vacuuming, mopping,
furniture.
polishing
background
Free
check.
Call 7/days week.
Lisa 270-217-7663

iNan
iffer
McCUISTON
ROOFING
,

270-293-1924
Free Estimates
Licensed & Insured
Protecting your house like
it is our house!

www.mccuistionroofing.corn

OHM

MINI
STORAGE.
untIll II
ft Simi

24/7 Sursellienoe•Electricity
Ndw Havre° Owes Control Units
812 WIN88011 Ave.

Well Drilling
We// Pump Service
Resident/al &
Agricultural
Chris Tucker
270-293-4406

Used Cars
3BR 2.5Ba Duplex.
Beautiful and very nice.
Garage and good location. $850/mo plus
referdeposit and
ences. 90713 N 20th
St. Murray
270-703-5344

Ron Frame
(270) 227-3140
(270) 474-0323

*Removal

Reel Estate

UTILITY'S in Place
$9,500
270-753-6012

2BR & 4BR apartments
available. Call Bonnie
at 270-436-2472 or
270-752-0729. Chavis
Real Estate & Auction

-Licensed & Insured

*Stump Grinding

Conker of 121 S. & Glesdak.
1 OR 2br apts. near
Murray.
downtown
Lease and deposit
required.
270-753-4109

8 DEBRIS REMOVAL

•Tnmming
Obedience
DOG
glendhenmere.com
(270)436-2858.

J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
720 S.4TH ST.

FRAME'S
TREE
SERVICE

FUTRELL'S
TREE SERVICE

Pets & Supplies

cal outlets to

9

HVAC/
SEEKING
Refrigeration
Technician. Must be
certified in commercial
HVAC.
Send Reumes to:
620 S. 4th Street
Murray, KY

LEGAL Notice

SUMMARY PREPARED BY: Warren Hopkins
Attorney for the City of Murray

Calloway Gardens
Essex Downs
Apartments

Accepting
NOW
Applications for experienced full time teachers at Lily Pad Learning
Center. Please apply in
person. at 701 S 4th St.

Towing
Mitchell's
intends to sell no later
than
February 27,
2015. Any lien holders,
executors or interested
parties must inquire
before this date.
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To Mee An Ad Or Yard Sale Call (270) 753-1916, email classified@murrayledger.com or stop by our
office at 1001 Whitnell Ave. — Office Hours: Monday-Friday 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. • Fax:(270) 753-1927
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$8.2.5 First Day - 20 words or less - Over 20 words $.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: $.12 per word per day.
35 extra for Smart Saver(Mon Classifieds go into Smart Saver)

will be responsible for only one

F1lut.

Mondry

$8.50 Column Inch, 60% Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
(All 3 Ads Must Run Within 6 Day Period)
$3.35 per column inch extra for Monday (Shopping Guide)
I 1,-.
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any error. Murray Ledger & limes

for all your
classified needs
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Murray Ledger & Times
Classified Manager

CLASSIFIED AD RATES

203 N. eth . Murray KY
270-750-1799
Your Hornefovor sante
for Quality Tempo,

CrallImer• Electrical Coritractora. LIC

Gallimore
Electrical Contractors, LLC
Iminatal/esarmdal/Reslimill
lams C.1trs
WWW.GECMURRAY.COM

(270) 759-0890

Murray Ledger & Times

le• Tuesday, February 17, 2015

Looking for something In
particular?
Try running a

"Want to Buy" ad
with us today!

GARLANt
RENTAL

The murrey Ledger & Times

For all your storage convenience
Choose from our 3 locations

Murray Ledger Er Times

• Murray Store & Lock - 1811 N. 12th St.
• MBC Storage - 1900 N. 12th St.
Lights, Electncity, and 24/7 Suiveillance
• Garland Rental Boat & Mini Storage - Hwy 94E
A// saes available, call today
to reserve your storage unit

270-753-2905
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War history is littered with civilian deaths
By DAN PERRY
Associated Press
JERUSALEM (AP) — Rarely has the
world had such a front-row seat for a concerted attack by a major air force on an
urban area as it did during last summer's
Gaza war. But Israel is far from the only
country to have killed civilians during war.
The list is long, from Dresden to Japan,
from Grozny to Algeria.
The United States has killed civilians in its
recent conflicts — in Iraq and Afghanistan
in the last decade, and earlier in Vietnam
and Korea as well. Syria's ongoing civil war
has killed an estimated 220,000 people in
about four years, nearly half civilians and
many of those bombed by their own government. And Israel itself has killed civilians
before, including in previous Palestinian
campaigns and during wars in Lebanon.
Recent years' establishment of war crimes
tribunals and the International Criminal
Court aims to give leaders pause, but prosecution is a politically complicated process
and the carnage goes on.
Last summer, Israel and the Hamas rulers
of Gaza fought for most of July and August.
Israel demanded an end to rocketing of its
cities, a policy that Israel says was itself a
war crime. By the end, 2,205 Palestinians
were dead, including at lest 1,483 civilians,
according to preliminary. U.N. figures.
Israel says about 890 mititwats were among
those killed in Gaza. On the Israeli side, 67
soldiers and five civilians were killed. The
Associated Press reviewed the 247 strikes in
which residential compounds were targeted,
according to witnesses and site visits. The
review found that these strikes killed at least
844 Palestinians, including 508 children,
women and older men — demographics
generally accepted as probably civilian.
Israel says it tried to warn civilians and
avoid causing their deaths.
Some examples from recent history of
conflicts in which civilians were targeted:
THE U.S. AND ALLIED ATTACKS
ON TOKYO AND DRESDEN
The nuclear bombs dropped by the United
States on Hiroshima and Nagasaki in
August 1945 killed about 130,000 people,
secured Japan's surrender and ended World
War II. Less well-known, perhaps, is
Operation Meetinghouse — the firebombing of Tokyo five months earlier. It is
believed to have killed about 100,000 people, which would make it the single deadliest event in that war. A month before that,
about 25,000 people were killed in concerted Allied bombing of the German city of
Dresden, which destroyed much of a what
was a key industrial center contributing to
the Nazi war effort. (The Germans killed
more than 28,000 in the Blitz, the bombing
of London — as well as millions of others
throughout World War II.)
NATO'S BOMBING OF SERBIA
For three months in 1999, NATO waged a
bombing campaign against Serbia without
U.N. approval, aimed at forcing a withdraw-
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AP PHOTO / Darko Vojinovic, File
In this file photo taken Saturday, March 25, 2000, an unidentified woman passes by
the bombed police station in the north of Serbia's Kosovo province in the town of
Kosovska Mitrovica. For three months in 1999, NATO waged a bombing campaign
against Serbia without U.N. approval, aimed at forcing a withdrawal of Serbian
security forces from the province of Kosovo, which had historical importance to
Serbs but housed an ethnic Albanian majority seeking to secede.
al of Serbian security forces from the
province of Kosovo, which had historical
importance to Serbs but housed an ethnic
Albanian majority 'seeking to secede. The
NATO bombing campaign was in response
to a brutal crackdown on Kosovo's ethnic
Albanians by Serbia's leader Slobodan
Milosevic who was later charged with
crimes against humanity. Milosevic died
while on trial.
A report issued for the International
Criminal Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia
said it appeared about 500 civilians were
killed and noted that targets included "some
loosely defined categories such as militaryindustrial infrastructure and government
ministries and some potential problem categories such as media and refineries."
FRANCE IN ALGERIA
France's empire stretching across the
globe was coming undone in the 1950s, but
the country fought its most brutal battle for
one precious piece of turf: Algeria, colonized beginning in 1830. The war to hold
onto Paris' crown jewel lasted seven years,
until 1962. The number of Algerians killed
remains under debate, but the leading
French historian on the war says 350,000 to
400,000 Algerian civilians died. In a brutal
precursor to the war, the 1945 uprising in
the town of Setif, Algerians say some
45,000 people may have died at the hands of
the French troops putting down the revolt;
French figures put the number of Algerian
dead there at 15,000 to 20,000.
RUSSIA IN CHECHNYA
During Russia's wars against separatists in
Chectuiya, the armed forces first attacked
Grozny, the capital, in late 1994 and early

1995 in what at the time was considered to
be the heaviest, bombing campaign in
Europe since the end of World War II.
Russian forces also attacked Grozny in
1999,leveling the city before driving out the
rebels. Rights activists and aid workers say
many thousands of civilians died in the
Russian attacks but precise numbers remain
unknown.
GUATEMALAN CIVIL WAR
Recent Latin American history is littered
with conflicts in which governments stand
accused of having targeted civilians, such as
in Chile after the 1973 coup against
Salvador Allende or Argentina under the
1976-83 dictatorship. An egregious case
was the Guatemalan civil war of 1960-1996,
which killed up to 200,000 people, mostly
indigenous Mayan civilians who were targeted specifically because of their perceived
alliance with leftist guerrillas.
NIGERIAN ARMY AVENGING
BOKO HARAM ATTACKS
The Nigerian military has been accused of
deliberately targeting civilians in revenge
attacks after it was hit by the radical militia
Boko Haram. In one of the worst cases, hundreds were killed and hundreds of homes set
ablaze and destroyed in the town of Bama
last year, after a suspected Boko Haram
fighter killed one soldier.
Associated Press writers Elaine Ganley
in Paris, Lynn Berry in Moscow, Michelle
Faul in Lagos, Katherine Corcoran in
Mexico City, Ken Moritsugu in Tokyo and
Michael Corder in the Hague contributed
to this report

storms when the cold fronts move through
in late afternoon and evening, he said.
"We're not expecting any severe weather,
but we could get some rumbles of thunder,
some lightning and brief, heavy rain with
any of those areas," he said.
The front will come through the Baton
Rouge area late Monday morning and in the
afternoon, but should have passed through
by late afternoon, he said.
Grigsby said temperatures were expected
to drop to the low to mid 30s about daybreak Tuesday in the Baton Rouge area and
north shore of Lake POntchartrain, and in

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Wednesday, Feb. 18, 2015: This year
you express extra determination and endurance. Once you decide to
do something, you are more than likely to arrive at that goal. You
express ingenuity and a willingness to work with others. Know that
when you make a resolution, it is likely to stick. If you are single,
you are more in control than you are aware. You are likely to meet
someone of significance in the summer. If you are attached, you
could be more willful with your sweetie than you have been in the
past. Be aware of this behavior, and be more willing to relax and let
him or her make more decisions. PISCES understands you better
than you might realize.

+

ARIES(March 21-April 19)
**** You could stumble into a very agreeable situation before late
afternoon. You are likely to get what you want if you act quickly. A
decision made today is more likely to stick than you might choose to
believe. Tonight: Get some rest; you will need it very soon.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
*** You'll handle responsibilities with ease, but you might want to
stop being so open to taking on additional ones. Come midday, a
friendship is likely to take on a special significance. Reach out to
your loved ones for some feedback. Tonight: Only where the gang
is.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
**** Detach from a difficult situation, but also strive to understand
how others feel. It might be best to remove yourself completely
before the matter becomes volatile. Stay on top of someone who
might be acting a bit irrationally. Tonight: A force to be dealt with.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** You will see a situation in a new light if you can manage not
to be reactive to the other party. When paring down the problem, you
could discover that you have run into an issue of power and control.
Recognize that you can't manipulate others. Tonight: In the limelight.
111
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** You will change your tune quickly if you sense a change in
the mood of those around you. Get together for meetings in the
morning. By midaftemoon, you'll want more alone time, whether it be
at work or at home. Honor that need. Tonight: Make it a night to be
remembered.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** Dive into work or clear out errands quickly. By midafternoon,
you could discover that your main focus has changed. Perhaps you
will run into a key friend or two. Remember, you do not always need
to be so serious. Tonight: Go along for the ride.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** You might want to leave most of the day open, as a new
beginning becomes possible in an emotional situation. You'll be able
to make a difference to someone who seems to be stuck in a rut. You
often see solutions that others don't. Tonight: Don't take a comment
personally.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** You might want to explain exactly what you want to a loved
one. Once you do, there likely will be a new sense of closeness and
a possibility for a new beginning. Fatigue could affect your ability to
make an important decision. Tonight: Let your imagination take over.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
**** Have an important discussion. Confirm an agreement.
Handle all communication before lunch. Afterward, pressure could
build to a point where you will want to vanish. Just take a deep
breath, slow down and relax. Tonight: Drop the negativity.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** You will be ready for a change of pace. You might be tired of
trying to handle a financial matter, especially as others seem to be
looking at different solutions. Communication could flourish by late
afternoon. Tonight: Say 'yes to an invitation.
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** Highlight the daylight hours, when you are more in command and likely to be very effective. If you make a decision in this
time period, it is likely to work out. Be aware of the financial implications, then release any concerns. Tonight: Pay bills first.
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
*** You could be out of sorts for a good part of the day. No matter
what you do, you might not be able to shake your mood. Try to get
to the root of the issue. By midafternoon, you are likely to feel energized. Tonight: Paint the town red.
BORN TODAY
Artist Louis Comfort Tiffany (1848), actor John Travolta (1954), actor
Matt Dillon (1964)
•••
Jacqueline Bigar is on the Internet at www.jacquelinebigar.com.
(c)2015 by King Features Syndicate Inc.

the upper 30s and lower 40s across the
Louisiana coast, including the parishes
south of Lake Pontchartrain.
There's a chance of lingering isolated
showers around daybreak Tuesday in New
Orleans, but areas farther north should be
completely dry by then, he said.
"The highs are going to struggle to reach
into the upper 40s in the afternoon," and
Tuesday will be windy, with gusts up to 25
mph.
"At least it's not going to be as cold as last
year. Last year was cold and rainy. This year
at least it will be dry," he said.

American
Red Cross

Western Kentucky Chapter serving Calloway County

Every Donation Brings Hope
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The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic; 4Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so; 1-Difficult

Houma moves parades to Sunday to avoid bad weather
NEW ORLEANS (AP) — Predictions of
nasty weather Monday and on Fat Tuesday
itself prompted Houma authorities to move
three parades scheduled on those days up to
Sunday. so four were rolling.
That was the number already scheduled
Sunday in New Orleans, with two more
Monday night and four on Mardi Gras.
Parades in both cities were still rolling at
dusk, but had done so without incident,
police said.
New Orleans announced Sunday that
Monday's parades will roll 75 minutes earlier than originally planned to try to avoid the
rain, with the first stepping off at 4 p.m.
instead of 5:15 p.m.
There's a 90 percent chance of rain late
Monday afternoon and into the evening,
with daytime temperatures in the lower 70s
across southeast Louisiana. National
Weather Service meteorologist Phil Grigsby
said Sunday.
There's also a chance of isolated thunder-
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OPINION

KENTUCKY WILDCATS

'Cats remain undisputed no. 1

The'Long'and
winding road

Racers don't
crack Top 25,
bumped up to
no.29

By RICKY MARTIN
Sports Columnist
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OPINION

When Jewuan Long stepped into
head coach Steve Prolun's office during the summer of 2011, the senior
guard didn't pull any punches regarding his expectations for the upcoming
season.
A few months later, tucked away
down a dimly-lit tunnel inside
Memphis' FedEx Forum, Long shared
the intricacies of that
conversation - a
refreshingly authentic
take, revealing an
inimitable sum of conviction between firstyear head coach and
veteran player.
"I told him if we
execute in every game
like were supposed to
Martin
and do what we're
supposed to do,there's no team on that
schedule we can't beat," Long remembers.
It was an approach that provided the
foundation for one of Murray State's
greatest seasons. By the time Long's
senior campaign ended -just nine
points shy of the school's first Sweet
16 berth - the Racers had quite literally rewritten the record book.
A 23-game win streak to open the
season, including the four-point victory
over nationally-ranked Memphis, was
a new - and unreachable - standard by
which the rest of the Ohio Valley
Conference would measure itself in
terms of all-time accomplishment.
Unreachable until now,of course.
Long returned to his alma mater this
past summer, filling a void on the
Murray State coaching staff as the program's newest graduate assistant. He
See LONG, 12

By EDWARD MARLOWE
Lead Sports Writer
Let's face it guys - I'm no Joe
Lunardi.
Nor will I ever be.
But as March Madness approaches
for colleges and high schools alike,
four prep basketball teams right in our
backyard are looking to extend their
seasons heading into the 4th District
and 1st Region Tournament.
We all know quite
well, anything can
11w ;
ens •
happen under the
lights of a stadium especially in March.

By JOHN MARSHALL
AP Basketball Writer
Kentucky won its two games last
week to push its record to 25-0, matching the best start in school history.
The Wildcats' run has sparked debate
about whether they can become
Division l's first undefeated team since
Indiana in 1976.
But before Kentucky closes in on that
piece of history, another rare achievement is within sight: Wire-to-wire No. 1
in The Associated Press' Top 25.
The Wildcats were the preseason No.
1 ahead of the 2014-15 season and were
still there on Monday, when they, were
the unanimous pick for the third straight
week, receiving all 65 votes from a
media panel.
Should Kentucky remain at the top
over the next five polls, it will become
the eighth team to stay at No. 1 all season and first since UNLV in 1991.
It doesn't figure to be easy. The
Wildcats already have had some close
calls, including one last week, and still
have six regular-season games and the
SEC tournament to get through before
the final AP poll on March 16.
"You keep taking everybody's best,"
Kentucky coach John Calipari said.
"We're in a championship fight every
time we walk into a building."
Kentucky's run nearly came to an end
last Tuesday, when LSU rallied from a
13-point second-half deficit and led by
six with less than eight minutes left.
ta See UK, 12

GERALD HERBERT /AP Photo
Kentucky forward Willie Cauley-Stein (15) shoots over a falling LSU
forward Jarell Martin (1) in the first half of an NCAA college basketball
game in Baton Rouge, La., Tuesday, Feb. 10, 2015. Kentucky won 7169.

NASHVILLE PREDATORS

Predators
trade for
Franson,
Santorelli from
Maple Leafs

NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) — The
Nashville Predators already sit atop the
NHL standings, and now they have a
made a big move well before the trade
deadline trying to boost their roster for
the playoffs.
The Predators announced a trade
Sunday with Toronto that brings back
defenseman Cody Franson and forward
Mike Santorelli. In return, the struggling
Maple 1.afs receive Nashville's firstround pick in June's draft along with forwards Brendan Leipsic and 011i Jokinen,
who has been a healthy scratch in recent

games for the Predators.
General manager David Poile said in a
statement that they wanted a veteran
defenseman who could play in all situations and a forward they could put anywhere in the lineup.
"We were fortunate to do this in the
same transaction with players who are in
the prime of their careers more than two
weeks before the trade deadline in order
to give them more time to contribute and
gel with their teammates," Poile said.
The Predators missed the playoffs the
last two seasons, which prompted Poile

not to bring back coach Barry Trotz last
spring. He hired Peter Laviolette with the
mission of taking Nashville back to the
postseason. Now Nashville has won five
straight games and has 82 points, five
ahead of Anaheim.
The NHL trade deadline is March 2,but
the Predators, who drafted both Franson
and Santorelli, wanted to ease their return
to Nashville by making the trade now.
"They know our organization and still
have former teammates and friends on
the roster," Poile said."We are fully conSee PREDS, 12

Jeff Gordon wins pole for final Daytona 500 of his career
DAYTONA BEACH, Fla. (AP) —
The qualifying session for NASCAR's
biggest race of the year was lambasted
by Tony Stewart as "a complete embarrassment" and called a "cute show" by
Clint Bowyer.
The frenetic knockout format ended
with Jeff Gordon on the pole for the
final Daytona 500 of his career.
And as NASCAR executive vice
president Steve O'Donnell tried to
answer to the wave of displeasure from
the drivers after Sunday's session, he
was reminded by Gordon himself what
a predicament the series is in regarding
qualifying for "The Great American
Race."
"Great format, Steve!" Gordon shouted to O'Donnell from the back of a
news conference room.
Indeed, Gordon had no qualms with
qualifying after he and Hendrick
Motorsports teammate Jimmie Johnson
outsmarted the field Sunday to sweep
the front row for the Daytona 500.They
were among only a handful of drivers
who were pleased with the format, and
their opinion was most certainly based
on the end result.
"This format is crazy and chaotic,"
Gordon said. "It can be extremely
rewarding when you have a day like we
had."
NASCAR abandoned single-car qualifying runs, the format used for 56
years at Daytona International
Speedway, for the knockout group sessions it adopted last season. The format
was not tried at the Daytona 500 last
year, but was used at the speedway in
July.
The group qualifying works fine at
most racetracks, but has been proven

Calloway County.
Lakers (25-3), no. 1
seed in 4th District
Tournament
Behind
the steady
Marlowe
play of six seniors
(Parker Adams, Connor Wagner,
Skyler Hunter, Clay Smotherrnan,
Wade Carter, Hunter Smith) and the
uplifting minutes from sophomore
guard Will Sivills. the Lakers have
proven to be the class of Region 1 in
2014-15.
After a brief hiccup - in which they
suffered close losses to Carbondale
(IL) and upstart Caldwell County and
nearly fell to Henry County on the
road - Calloway County has gotten
back on track with a five-game win
streak over the last two weeks.
Those wins came against Murray
(20-8), Mayfield (10-13), Marshall
County (13-15), Carlisle County (17-8)
and Madisonville-NH (9-15)- holding
opponents to 42.6 points per contest
and shooting more than 50 percent
from the field.
Adams is acting like he wants
•8See PREP, 12

'IVISU TENNIS

NASCAR

By 1IIINA FRYER
AP Auto Racing Writer

'Prepping'for
March Madness

efforts for our biggest race of the year,"
he said. "We've got a really good track
record of making adjustments where
we need to, so we'll certainly evaluate
what took place."
But the 12 drivers who made it into
the final round weren't really complaining,especially Gordon, who announced
last month this will be his final fulltime season as driver of the famed No.
24 Chevrolet.
He's been adamant next Sunday's season-opening Daytona 500 will be the
last of his storied career. The four-time
NASCAR champion is a three-time 500
winner, and he'll lead the field to green
in his 23rd and final start
"I can't think of anything cooler than
to start this season, the Daytona 500,
my final Daytona 500,final full season,
on the pole," Gordon said. "It's going to
be pretty important for me to be on that
pole when it all starts."
Gordon was the first pole winner to
eclipse 200 mph since 1987. His polewinning speed was 201.293, but gained
because he was being pushed by
STEVEN M DOWELL / AP Photo
Jeff Gordon celebrates after posting the fastest time to win the pole Johnson rather than running a lap
around the speedway alone.
position during qualifying for the Daytona 500 at Daytona
The group qualifying was messy from
International Speedway In Daytona Beach, Fla., on Sunday, Feb. 15,
the start, when the first 25 drivers all
2015.
jockeyed for position before they even
tricky at Daytona and Talladega, where
"It's hard to stand behind NASCAR left pit road. Some even drove through
'drivers must draft and the leader is not when everybody I talk to up and down the grass to get through the traffic jam.
It stuck Bowyer behind Reed
the fastest car. It's led to strategies that pit road doesn't understand why we're
have drivers sitting on pit road watch- doing this," Newman said. "Maybe I Sorenson, a driver who needed a big
ing the clock, and jockeying for posi- need to be sat down and educated a lit- run Sunday to lock himself into the
field.
tion when it's time to go.
tle bit."
So Sorenson tried to block Bowyer in
After a five-car accident in the first
O'Donnell, who acknowledged the
group of 25 drivers, Bowyer railed driver complaints, said NASCAR is a desperation attempt to advance
against using knockouts to set the trying to create a more entertaining for- through the knockout rounds and it trigDaytona 500 field. Reigning champion mat for fans than the snooze-inducing gered a five-car pileup.
Both Bowyer and Sorenson ended up
Kevin Harvick and Stewart both vented single-car runs.
via Twitter, while Ryan Newman was
"We don't want to see wrecks of any with a pair of wrecked Toyotas. It was
among the many drivers critical of kind. Not lost on us how much work Sorenson's only car of Speedweeks,
NASCAR.
goes into these cars by the teams, the
II See GORDON, 12

Racers net two
wins over the
weekend
By RYAN RICHARDSON
Sports Writer
Murray State women's tennis picked up
a pair of wins over the weekend.
Saturday, they defeated Western
Kentucky 5-2, and they followed that
with an 5-2 win Sunday against Southern
Illinois.
Both matches were played at Kenlake
State Park in Aurora, Kentucky.
Murray State will travel to Jonesboro,
Arkansas to take on Arkansas State at 1
p.m.
Sunday
As they did the day earlier, Murray
State lost the doubles point to start the
match. The Racers then won five of six
singles points to close the weekend with
a victory.
"It was another tough match today,"
head coach Jorge Caetano told Racer
Athletics."(Southern Illinois) has a great
team and it is the first time we beat them
since 2009, so I am very proud of the
girls."
Singles competition
I. Andrea Eskauriatza (MUR) def.
Natasha Tomishima(SIU)6-3,5-2,6-4
2. Eleonore Tchakarova (M(JR) def.
Meagan Monaghan (SIU)6-4,6-2
3. Megan Blue (MUR) def. Athena
Cluysanthou (SIU)6-4.6-3
4. Verginie Tchakarova (MUR) def.
Yana Golovkina (SIU)6-1,7-5
5. Nancy Karaky(MUR)def. Ariadna
Cairo Baza(SIU)6-2,6-3
6. Victoria Beirai (SIU) def. Alena
Vasileva(MUR)7-6,6-4
Doubles competition
Natasha
1
Tomishima/Meagan
Monaghan (SIU) def. Eleonore
Tchakarova/Verginie Tchakarova(MUR)
6-4
2. Andrea Eskaunatza/Erin Patton
(MUR) vs. Victoria Beirao/Polina
Dozortseva (SIU)4-5, unfinished
3. Yana Golovkina/Ariadna Cairo Baza
(SIU) def. Alena Vasileva/Ntuicy Karaky
(MUR)7-5
Saturday
Western Kentucky earned two points
by winning doubles and the first singles
match, but the Racers took the next five
si Sas TENNIS, 12
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From Page 11
Region 1 Player of the Year averaging nearly 20 points and
six rebounds per game - while
Hunter (11 points, eight
rebounds per game) and
Wagner (11 points, two triples
per game) have abused defenses
all season.
No defense has played more
consistently night in and night
out in west Kentucky than the
Lakers, and as a favorite to
claim their first region title
since 2003, the only thing they
can ask at this point is -"How
bad do we want it'?"
Calloway County Lady
Lakers (7-21), no. 3 seed in
the 4th District Tournament
Between Dec. 2,2014 and
Jan. 20,2015, the Lady Lakers
picked up just one win - a 5956 edging of Hopkinsville in
the Murray Bank Lady Tiger
Classic.
Among the 17 losses they
accumulated during that stretch,
five of them were by three possessions or less, and another
three were by less than 10
points - as inconsistencies in
rebounding,free throw shooting
and ball handling hurt a young
team with big hopes.
Those same inconsistencies
have started to fade.
Over the last three weeks,
Calloway County has had a ren-

•Gordon...

aissance - going 6-4 with wins
over Madisonville-NH (17-9),
Mayfield (1-18), Hickman
County (3-20), Carlisle County
(16-10), Caldwell County (1113) and St. Mary (8-18).
Senior Danielle Potts is playing like she doesn't want to
leave, Kelsey Douglas remains
the stabilizer under the basket
and sophomores Alicia
Hornbuckle and Megan Greer
are brooding confidence.
Toss in a more consistentshooting Alex Arnett and a
bench heating up behind Attie
Fritts and Jacie Spann,and the
Lady ',alters are refusing to go
quiet!) into that good night.

hope to place, their mortar has
Covington Holy Cross in the
been strong thus far. Preston
All "A" final - is the only thing
English has proven he can take
that stands between Murray and
on a lead scoring role in the
perfection over the last two
absence of junior James
months.
Boone - averaging nearly 12
And yet, nothing is certain
points per game and three
except an entry into the regiontriples.
al tournament and a chance for
a fourth-straight regional title
Boone, however, has been
welcomed with open arms and
appearance.
is also averaging nearly 12
An appearance won't be good
points per game since his right
enough for this group. They
want more.
wrist injury has healed.
Currently ranked 10th in the
A roster powered by 11 juniors and senior forward Ttindyn
state AP Poll, Murray hopes to
close out the season strong with
Sheppard, the Tigers are far
a regular-season vengeful win
from content with where they
are right now. But the Marshals, over the Lady Blue Tornado
later this week - then use that
who always seem to be the
assurance to bulldoze into a
perennial playoff standouts,
regional title.
Murray High Tigers (20-8), stand in their way.
Maddie Waldrop continues to
Head coach Bart Flener probno. 2 seed in the 4th District
dazzle, averaging 16 points and
ably has David on speed dial
Tournament
nine rebounds per game, but
with one question in mind After adding "bricks" to a
she hasn't had to do it all. Point
"How did you slay Goliath?"
program with an All "A" state
guard Macey Turley has been
appearance and reaching the
unshakeable, Hannah Clark,
Lady
Tigers
High
Murray
time
first
the
for
mark
20-win
Kayleigh House and Elizabeth
(25-3), no. 1 seed in the 4th
in almost 25 years, the Tigers
Grogan have been the senior
District
aren't finished building their
nucleus and Murray's bench
to
a
71-50
loss
Since
gashing
wall.
with Brittany Lawson, Lily
Paducah Tilghman (25-2) at the
They want to book a trip to
Ramey, Alexis Burpo and Lex
Calloway County Hardwood
the regional tournament Mayes has been unfair to oppoClassic Championship in
somewhere they haven't been
nents this season.
December, the Lady Tigers
since 2001 - and to do it,
Murray came back from a 12have been nothing but busithey'll have to beat Marshall
deficit against the Region
point
to
way
the
all
ness
bruising
unprecedentCounty (13-15) an
their first All "A" state champi- 3 favorites of Owensboro
ed third time this season for the
Catholic this past weekend to
onship appearance and winning
bid and another crack at
win 67-61.
games.
18
of
17
Calloway County for a district
If anything, the 1st Region
Their lone loss - a one-point
title.
should be on notice.
For all of the bricks the Tigers 47-46 heartbreaker to

•Preds...

•UK...

Johnny Jones said.
No one has done it yet, keeping the Wildcats' hopes of making history alive.
NORTHERN IOWA RISES:
Northern Iowa made a name for
itself in the 2010 NCAA
Tournament, when it reached the
second weekend after knocking
off UNLV and Kansas.
The Panthers are making noise
this season with a steady rise up
the poll.
Coming off victories over
Illinois State and Missouri State
last week, Northern Iowa (24-2,
Valley
Missouri
13-.1
Conference) climbed two spots •
in this week's poll to No. 11 for
its highest ranking ever.
The Panthers have won 13
straight after making 12 3-pointers in the 68-57 win over
Missouri State.
"They stole our energy and
stole our spirit," Missouri State
coach Paul Lusk said. "That's
what good teams do."

From Page 11
From Page 11
As they have all season, the
and he wasn't sure if he'd be able
to locate another car before Wildcats pulled it out, holding
off the Tigers 71-69 before closThursday's qualifying races.
"I didn't mean to wreck any- ing out the week with a rout over
body or anything like that," South Carolina to earn the unanSorenson said. "Just a product of imous No. 1 pick for the eighth
this qualifying, trying to get that time this season.
one lap: I didn't want it to end
Next up for Kentucky is a road
that way, that's for sure."
game against Tennessee on
Bowyer, who angrily gestured Tuesday, then a home game on
inside Sorenson's window after Saturday against Auburn. The
the wreck, was seething. He Wildcats close out the regular
placed the blame squarely on season with road games against
NASCAR for scrapping single- Mississippi State and Georgia,
car qualifying runs in favor of with home games against
the more exciting knockout Arkansas and FlOrida.
rounds.
Manage to get through those,
"It's NASCAR's fault for put- Kentucky still has to play in the
ting us out in the middle of this SEC Tournament before the
for nothing," Bowyer said. "We final poll comes out, so there's
used to come down here and still a chance for the Wildcats to
worry about who would sit on get tripped up — particularly
the front row in the biggest race with every team gunning to be
of the year. Now all we do is the one to take them down.
come down here and worry
"Every team they play thinks
about how a start-and-park like they're going to be the one to
this out of desperation is going beat Kentucky," LSU coach
to knock us out of the Daytona
500.
"We've been in meetings for
4. Verginie Tchakarova(MUR)
45 minutes just trying to figure From Page 11
def. Elpida Malamou (WKU) 2out what in the hell everybody is to win the match.
going to do just so we can make
"It was a tough one because we 6,6-2,6the race. It's stupid."
5. Mena Vasileva (MUR) def.
went down 2-0 and lost the first
The knockout rounds whittled set in two other matches," head Gabby Crofford(WKU)6-4,6-2
it down to one final 12-car ses- coach Jorge Caetano told Racer
6. Erin Patton (MUR) def.
sion in which the drivers had Athletics. "However, our team Emily Przystawski (WKU) 6-1,
five minutes to make a qualify- never quits and started putting
6-3
ing run.
some good points together and
Only all 12 idled on pit road,
got some momentum going. Our
Doubles competition
as none of them wanted to be
girls came back and pulled
Christopoulou /
Andrea
1.
first out on the track.
through big time."
(WKU) def.
Granstrom
Jr.
Truex
Emilia
Martin
Finally,
pulled onto the track and the
Eleonore Tchakarova/Verginie
Singles competition
others slowly followed. It was
Tchakarova(MUR)8-6
Eskaunatza (MUR)
Andrea
I.
cross
to
raced
they
apparent as
Patton/Andrea
Erin
2.
the starting line in the allotted def. Emilia Granstrom(WKU)2- Eskauriatza (MUR) def. Gabby
time that they'd all been timing 6,6-2,6-4
Przystawski
2. Tereza Hejlova (WKU) def. Crofford/Emily
their move to make their lap just
8-0
(WKU)
Megan Blue(MUR)6-3,6-3
under the wire.
3. Tereza Hejlova/Elpida
3. Eleonore Tchakarova(MUR)
It worked to perfection for
(WKU) def. Megan
Malamou
Christopoulou
Andrea
gave
def.
Gordon and Johnson, who
Vasileva(MUR)8-3
Blue/Alena
sweep
(7-3)
a
6-2,7-6
(WKU)
Motorsports
Hendrick
of the front row for the fourth
time in history.
"This is one of the more gratifying poles here at Daytona that
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From Page 11
fident that they will seamlessly fit
into our team."
Nashville drafted Franson in the
third round of the 2005 draft at
No. 78 overall, and the defenseman was with the Predators in
2011 when they won this franchise's first playoff series and
reached the Western Conference
semifinals. He has played 141 of
his 377 career NHL games with
the Predators, including 16 playoff games. Now 27, Franson has
32 points in 55 games forToronto
this season and 165 in his career.
From the same hometown as
Predators captain Shea Weber,
Franson also brings plenty of size
at 6-foot-5 and 214 pounds.
"He is the perfect component to
round out our defensive corps and
give us eight proven NHL
defensemen," Poile said.

COME Elt CPAil PrCI
Sponsurili B,1

Haverstock Insurance Agency
Nobody can protect your AUTO
any better than we can!
211 S 12th St, • Murray. KY • 753-3415

State Auto

Van Haverstock

NHL Mance
Tuesdays GUMS
Columbus at Philadelphia, 7 p.m.
Washington at Pittsburgh, 7 p.m.
N.Y Islanders at Carolina, 7
Buffalo at New Jersey. 7:30 p.m
Florida at Toronto, 730 p.m.
Dallas at St Louts, 8 p m.

San Jose at Nashville. 8 p m
Wednesdays Genets
Montreal at Ottawa, 7 p.m.
Detroit at Chicago 7-30 p m.
Minnesota at Calgary 9:30 p.m
Los Angeles at Colorado, 10 p.m
Boston at Edmonton, 10 p m
Tampa Bay at Anaheim, 10 p m

II Long

.• •

part of two."
From Page 11
Long notes the differences
saw greatness months before
the 2011-12 Racers
between
the
Murray State became
group - how his
year's
this
and
nation's underdog during his
great
historically
was
team
senior season, and now, he sees
defensively, while this year's
it again.
club has the league's best
In fact, in the same way he
offense. He also sees the simiwas ahead of the curve in 2011.
larities, and those, he says, are
Long had high hopes for this
uncanny.
year's Murray State team
"Each individual complebefore their current 21-game
ments each other while they are
winning streak.
out there so well," he said.
"I told them at the beginning
"The strengths from one indiof the season to try to do somevidual may be a weakness for
thing that hasn't been done at
another as far as how they play:
Murray State," Long said. "If
but the way they play together
you want to be remembered, do
makes them one of the best
something great that hasn't
teams in the country.
been done."
"They mix so well as a group,
And he would know.
and that's something we had.
It was Long who buried the
It's special, and that's the simifloater during the OVC
larity between these two
Tournament title game in 2012, teams."
where the Racers avenged their
As the only former player
only regular-season loss with a
around who's experienced a 2054-52 victory over Tennessee
plus game win streak, Long relState. Murray went on to win a
ishes the opportunity to advise
game in the NCAA Tournament this year's team. His unique
two weeks later, while
experience and ability to relate
Tennessee State has since fallen is an irreplaceable resource for
to the league's cellar.
the Racers, and his advice is
The fact he's experienced two simple.
of Murray State's greatest sea"We have to take it one game
sons first-hand - a staggering
at a time," he said. "Coach
proclamation considering the
(Prohm) does a good job
program's history - hasn't fallenforcing that, and so we aren't
en lightly on Long.
thinking about a streak or anyIf anything, it's made him
thing likt. that. If we do what
work harder.
we are supi ised to do. that
"It's a great feeling and it's a
streak will take care of itself.
blessing," he said."To be a part The streak is for our fans and
of these two long winning
our family, but for us it's about
going to the OVC Tournament
streaks, first as a player and
and taking care of business.
now as a coach, that's some"We just have to do what we
thing special. Not every proare supposed to do, and everygram has one season like this,
thing else will work itself out."
and I've been blessed to be a
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